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WINCHESTER SHORT MAGNUM
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The trend in rifle design over the past few years has been towards lighter weight guns.With the introduction of WSM calibres, developed in close collaboration with, Browning proposes a new concept that combines compact, lightweight guns with a calibre providing the exceptional level of ballistic performance that until now has been reserved to the most powerful magnum calibres.
These WSM calibres will allow you to use ammunition offering even better performance than a conventional or standard magnum calibre, in terms of
velocity, energy and trajectory.
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Browning and Winchester, the undisputed leaders in the field of weapons and ammunition are pleased to present two new Winchester Short Magnum calibre in 2003: the 270 WSM and the 7mm WSM, which will be added to the enormously successful 300 WSM.
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In 2003, Browning will be offering this new, revolutionary calibre on 3 A-Bolt rifles:
The A-Bolt Medallion, the A-Bolt Stainless and the A-Bolt Stalker.
(scope not supplied)
Velocity
m/s
998
929
975

Drop (cm) at 300 m
(adjusted for 200m)
24,90
27,60
24,30

Energy
(Joules)
4193
3633
4000

7 mm WSM
7 mm Rem. Mag.

140
140

72,60
83,50

982
944

23,64
25,80

4373
4041

300 WSM
300 Win. Mag.
300 H & H

180
180
180

72,60
84,80
91,40

905
902
877

29,9
29,9
29,9

4750
4718
4460

POWER POINT

Size of
cartridge (mm)
72,60
84,80
83,70

FAIL SAFE

270 WSM
270 Win.
270 Wby. Mag.

Weight
(Grains)
130
130
130

BALLISTIC SILVERTIP

300 Win. Mag.

300 WSM

Rem. Mag.
MM

7

WSM
MM

7

270 Weatherby Mag.

270 WSM

Calibre
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THE BROWNING CHARTER
The Safety Charter
Whatever the country they are supplied to, Browning guns come equipped with the "Gun Lock” and the
“Trigger Lock”.
Browning encourages and supports responsible gun owners, and offers other products in addition to guns,
that are specifically geared towards safety, in particular specially designed gun safes.
Browning guns are subject to the strictest standards of production and testing in the business (drop tests,
etc.) The BACO standards constitute a very severe test.

Environmental Charter
The environment is a constant concern for Browning.
This is demonstrated, for example, in Brownings’ decision to restrict the use of toxic
products in its production processes.All the cutting oil from our numerically controlled machines is filtered and reused within a closed circuit.
Brownings’ back-bored barrels with interchangeable Invector Plus chokes allow the use
of cartridges loaded with non-toxic shot, thus reducing lead pollution, in particular in wetland areas.
Browning cartridges are fitted with wads made of a special, photodegradable plastic material. Under the action of
UV rays, this wad decomposes in a matter of months rather than the decades taken by traditional wads.
Finally, with the aim of reducing visual pollution, Browning recommends that you pick up your empty cartridge
cases, a simple gesture but an important one for the future of our sport.

The Ethical Charter
The guns produced and marketed by Browning meet the ethical requirements of all of the different shooting disciplines.
Browning hunting guns also comply with the art and the ethics of hunting, as well as with the laws of each country.
Guns of an aggressive or paramilitary nature are not allowed.
All Browning products are manufactured in countries where human rights are guaranteed and which never use child labour.

"Dealer Browning Partner" Exclusives
The products marked with this label are exclusive to the "Dealer Browning Partner." in U.K.
(www.browningint.com)

The Young Persons' Charter
Browning actively supports young shooters through its programme of sponsoring official “Browning” teams.
Browning also carries out sponsorship operations on behalf of national shooting federations.

The Craftsman's Charter
Hand made, using techniques that retain all the best aspects of the traditional methods, each gun produced
by the “Custom Shop” at Herstal is unique.
The close ties that exist between Browning and the School of gunsmithing of Liege guarantee that these ageold skills will continue to be passed down for the benefit of future generations.

Opaline Label
We provide a 100% guarantee on the 10 following qualitative criteria :
1. Using European walnut at least 150 years old.
2.With a hand-produced oil-rubbed finish.
3.With hand-cut checkering .
4.Wooden parts fitted by highly qualified craftsmen.
5.Action frames fitted using the lampblacking technique.
6. Pitch and twist of all stocks checked with millimeter precision.
7. Electronic measurement of ballistic performance and calculation of centre of gravity of the shot pattern.
8. Diameter and length of the firing pin checked with micron accuracy.
9.Trigger pull measured twice (once after mounting trigger assembly and again after the shooting test)
to the nearest gram.
10. Supplied in a special carry case.

Dura-Touch Label
Browning introduces Dura-Touch, a unique wood treatment, specially designed to
improve the grip and the handling of your gun. Dura-Touch is also an exclusive finish that will perfectly protect the
wooden parts of your gun against bad weather, as well as providing an exceptionally smooth and pleasing feel.This
treatment will be offered on various guns in our range to allow you to derive even greater pleasure from using
your Browning gun.

Back-Bored • Invector
The Consumers' Charter
The Browning name is synonymous of quality.All our firearms carry a 3 year warranty.
The action frames of all Browning over-and-under shotguns are guaranteed for 10 years.
Brownings’ world-wide distribution network ensures that its customers receive a reliable, high quality of service, and guarantees that only original manufacturers’ spare parts are used.

Guns equipped with back-bored barrels with Invector+ chokes will give a reduction in
recoil, an improved shot pattern and an increased penetration velocity.
(see page 33 for further details)

Internet

www.browningint.com

2Know your gun inside out,
know how to clean and
maintain it …

3An advice centre

1Information concerning
new products

4Order a catalogue for a friend,
receive information or offers
as a privileged customer

BE THE FIRST
TO DISCOVER ALL
OUR
LATEST ADDITIONS
AS WELL AS MANY
OTHER ADVANTAGES
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B25

HUNTING

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B25 B2G

B25
MODEL*
Special Game 13
BARRELS
Calibre
12
Chamber
70 mm
Length
700 mm
Chokes
fixed
Ribs
ventilated 6 to 4 mm
STOCK (*)
straight or 1/2 swan neck
Length
375 mm
Drop at comb
36 mm
Drop at heel
56 mm
FORE-END
tulip
TOTAL WEIGHT (**)
3 kg
FINISHING
Action frame
blued or greyed

B25 Special Game 20 Side plates E1
Special Game with 71 cm (28") barrel and a 6 mm vented rib.An English stock
and tulip fore-end make this a refined, elegant and lightweight gun.Available in 12 and
20 gauge versions

B25 Special Duck
Model designed for optimum power and long range shooting. 76 cm
barrels chambered 3” (76 mm) with an 8mm vented rib – rubber buffered
pistol grip with an insert for good handling and comfort – even with very
powerful cartridges.

B25 Special Woodcock
A gun specifically designed for walked-up game shooting, that is above
all light (2.750 kg) for an all steel 12 gauge shotgun. It is also very easy to
handle with its 67 cm barrels, no top rib, and with a semi-back bored Long
Forcing cone for reduced recoil. In order to avoid abandoning your spent
cartridges in the countryside, this gun is only provided with extractors, but
the ejection system can be fitted upon request.

B25
Special Game 24

B25
Special Duck

B25
Special Woodcock

12
76 mm
670 mm
fixed
ventilated 6 mm
straight or pistol
370 mm
38 mm
58 mm
tulip
3,8 kg

12
76 mm
760 mm
fixed
ventilated 8 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3,45 kg

12
70 mm
670 mm
fixed
sans
straight
365 mm
39,5 mm
63,5 mm
Rounded Game
2,75 kg

blued or greyed

greyed

blued

Wood
walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished
SPECIAL FEATURES
Specific engraving
Engravings B11, B12, B2G, C11, C12, C2G,C2L, D11, D12,
D5G on “Box-lock models.
Engravings I1, M1, M2, E1, Windsor Or, Renaissance and
Special Woodcock on side-plate engraving models
with three piece fore-end and flush pad
OPTIONS

(*) Average values

May be customised with your own stock measurements,
engraving, second set of barrels or made as a pair. (P.O.A.)

walnut, oil finished
on these models
Semi back-bored
barrels.
Longer forcing cone
No ejection system

Custom Shop

B25 Special Game Cal 12 Grade B2G - Side-Plates
Special Game with 70 cm (28") barrel and a 6-4 mm vented rib.The finish of the stock and fore-end make this an
extremely refined gun.

B25 Special Chasse Cal. 12 Grade D5G

B25 Special E1

B25 Special Duck

B25 Special Woodcock

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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B25

TARGET

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

Sporting 206 Grade C11

B25 Trap Evolution 2

B25 Trap Evolution 2
A genuine shooting machine, the B25 Trap has 76 cm long barrels and
a 16 mm vented rib and is equipped with an adjustable trigger, disengageable
ejectors, a luminescent front sight and a "Decelerator" anti recoil butt plate.

B25 Sporting 207 GOLD 25

B25 Sporting 207 Gold 25

Mainly designed for sporting clays, the GOLD 25 could also be
perfect for hunting, thanks in particular to its 8 mm vented rib and its
76 mm chamber that can fire magnum cartridges.With an anti-recoil butt
plate providing great shooting comfort, it is also characterised by its special
“GOLD 25” engraving.

B25 Skeet 105 Grade B11
This shotgun has 71 cm long barrels and a 12 mm vented rib, plus
skeet/skeet chokes. Pistol grip stock and semi-beavertail fore-end in oilrubbed French walnut.

B25 Skeet 105 Grade B11

Custom Shop

B25 Sporting 206 Grade C11
This model has 76 cm long barrels, a 12 mm vented rib and fixed chokes, but also exists in 71 cm (Sporting 205) or
81 cm (Sporting 208) versions.
Its pistol grip stock and tulip fore-end are made of oil-rubbed European walnut. It is available in different grades with or
without side-plates.

B25
B25
B25
B25
B25
B25
B25
MODEL*
Sporting 205
Sporting 206
Sporting 207
Sporting 208
Trap 2
Trap Evolution 2
Skeet 105
BARRELS
Calibre
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
Chamber
70 mm / 76 mm
70 mm / 76 mm
76 mm
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
Length
710 mm
760 mm
760 mm
810 mm
760 mm
760 mm
710 mm
Chokes
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed
Ribs
ventilated 12 mm
ventilated 12 mm
ventilated 8 mm
ventilated 12 mm
ventilated 16 mm
ventilated 16 mm
ventilated 12 mm
STOCK (*)
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol with anti-recoil
pistol with anti-recoil
Length
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
Drop at comb
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36,5 mm
36,5 mm
Drop at heel
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
41 mm
41 mm
FORE-END
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
semi-beavertail
semi-beavertail
semi-beavertail
TOTAL WEIGHT (**)
3,25 kg
3,35 kg
3,4 kg
3,5 kg
3,25 kg
3,55 kg
3,5 kg
FINISHING
Action frame
blued or greyed
blued or greyed
blued or greyed
blued or greyed
blued or greyed
blued or greyed
blued
Wood
walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished
SPECIAL
E n g rav i n g s B 11 , B 1 2 , B 2 G , C 11 , C 1 2 , C 2 G , C 2 L , D 11 , D 1 2 , D 5 G on “Box-lock” models.
FEATURES
Engravings I1, M1, M2, E1, Windsor Or and Renaissance on side-plates models with 3 pieces fore-end and flush pad
Specific engraving for model Gold 25 (Sporting 207) and Trap Evolution 2 (+ Disconnectable ejectors with adjustable and removable trigger)
Pistol grip stock on measurements.
Stock on measurements
OPTIONS
Custom guns. Second sets of barrels
Custom guns or pair of guns
(*) Average values

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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ENGRAVINGS

B25

B25 Special Woodcock

B25 Grade B11

B25 Grade C11

B25 Grade D11

B25 Gold 25

B25 Grade B12

B25 Grade C12

B25 Grade D12

B25 Evolution 2

B25 Grade B2G

B25 Grade C2G

B25 Grade D5G

Custom Shop
B25 Special Duck

B25 C2L

B25 Renaissance

B25 Grade I1

B25 Grade E1

B25 Windsor Or

B25 Grade M1

B25 Grade M2

B25 Special Perdrix
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BSL

SIDE-BY-SIDE SHOTGUNS

HUNTING

By

The BSL side-by-side By Lebeau Courally
A traditional side lock action shotgun equipped with “Holland &
Holland” type locks with double trigger and automatic ejectors.This gun, which
is assembled and finished by Lebeau Courally, exists in 12 or 20 gauge versions
and can be chambered to 2 3/4” or 3”.The barrel lengths are 69 cm (20 gauge)
or 71 cm (12 gauge).Two levels of engraved finish are offered : LC1, with a
greyed action frame and decorative engraving or LC2, with a grey-tempered
action frame, decorated with hunting scenes.

BSL Grade LC1

SA.22

BSL Grade LC2
MODEL
BSL Cal. 12
BSL Cal. 20
BARRELS
Calibre
12 or 12 M
20 or 20 M
70 or 76 mm
70 or 76 mm
Chamber
710 mm
690 mm
Length
fixed
fixed
Chokes
Ribs
concave, sunken concave, sunken
STOCK (*)
straight
straight
385 mm
365 mm
Length
38 mm
39 mm
Drop at comb
58 mm
63 mm
Drop at heel
splinter
splinter
FORE-END
double
double
TRIGGER
2,95 kg
2,8 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING (*)
greyed
greyed
Action frame
Wood
walnut, oil finished walnut, oil finished
OPTIONS
Custom gun and stock to your measurements
(*) Average values

BSL Grade LC2

.22 SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE

HUNTING

.22 Semi-Automatic rifle
The best known and most copied .22 Semi-Automatic.
This gun is particularly light and efficient.The barrel is removed
in a trice. Produced by the Custom Shop using original parts, it
is available in grades II, III and IV.
S.A .22 Grade 3,

S.A .22 Grade 3,

S.A .22 grade 2

SEMI-AUTO .22
MODEL*
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight

490 mm
.22 S or .22 LR
folding, adjustable in
elevation
transversal
Frontsight
pistol
STOCK (*)
345 mm
Length
30 mm
Drop at comb
67 mm
Drop at heel
Tulip splinter
MAGAZINE
tubular in stock
Type
11 LR or 15 S
Capacity without reducer
9
Capacity with reducer
2,3 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
satin varnish
FINISHING
blued
Receiver
gloss varnish
Wood
Custom model
OPTIONS
Engravings Grades
II and III
(*) Average values

SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES

HUNTING

MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight

BAR Grade D
This is the luxury version of the BAR MK1,
assembled in the Custom Shop. It is available in all the
usual calibres in “Battue” or “Affût” versions.

STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Wood
CARACT PART.
ACCESSORIES

Bar Grade D

OPTIONS

BMM African
BMS
MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity

HUNTING

BAR ACIER
Affût Mag

BAR ACIER
Battue

550 mm
(1)
LPA
front bead with
foresight protection

600 mm
(2)
LPA
front bead with
foresight protection

550 mm
(3)
battle rib
red translucent

351 mm
42,5 mm
52 mm

351 mm
42,5 mm
52 mm

351 mm
40,5 mm
49 mm

r e m o v a b l e
m a g a z i n e (**)
4 or 2 (***)
3 or 2 (***)
Std : 4 or 2 (***)
Mag : 3 or 2 (***)
Std : 3,5 kg
3,5 kg
3,75 kg
Mag : 3,7 kg
w a l n u t ,
s a t i n
v a r n i s h
4 threaded holes for scope mounting
Mounted : screw head for sling
Furnished : pair of removable sling surivels
Dispo. en version Mk1 (limited quantity)
Grades IV

(*) Average values
(**) or fixed according to local legislation
(***)according to local legislation
(1) .243 Win, .30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, .308 Win
(2) .300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, .338 Win Mag
(3) .300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, .338 Win Mag, .270 Win, .30-06 Sprg, .308 Win.

BMM African

BOLT ACTION RIFLES
BMS

BOLT ACTION RIFLES
BMM

560 or 610 mm
(1)
adjustable hight and
direction
red luminescent with
foresight protection

640 mm
(2)
2 sights
brass with
foresight protection

370 mm
48 mm
63 mm

370 mm
48 mm
63 mm

fixed
5 in standard calibre
3 in Magnum calibre
3,6 to 4,1 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
greyed
Receiver
walnut oil finished
Wood
Engravings : ALPINA
SPECIAL FEATURES
and EUROPE
3 position safety;
Transversal bolt for
magazine bottom
Scope mounting
OPTIONS
«Custom» guns

REPEATING RIFLES

BAR ACIER
Affût Std

Custom Shop

BAR

Based on the Mauser system and developed in conjunction with
Ernest Dumoulin the great bolt-action specialist, this rifle has been oversized
to adapt it to the African calibres : the diameter of the 3 lug rotary bolt has
been increased to 19 mm.The reinforced breech box has been countersunk
and prepared for scope mounting.The integral magazine can hold 4 cartridges and is equipped with a hinged floor plate with a transverse cut-off,
exclusive to Browning.The Browning Mauser Magnum is notably manufactured in .416 Rigby, .500 Jeffrey and .505 Gibbs calibres.

BMS
This prestigious gun uses original FN components with a forged steel breech box and its long
extractor bolt.The BMS exists in the most common
calibres such as .270W, 30.06Sprg, .308, 7 mm RM,
300WM, .338WM and .375HH.

fixed - removable
4
4,7 kg

BMS

colour hardened
walnut oil finished
Engraved
bolt and receiver

(*) Average values
(1) 270Win, .30-06, .308 Win, .300WM, .338WM, .375HH
(2) 416 Rigby, 500 Jeffrey, 505 Gibbs

BMM African

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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EXPRESS

EXPRESS RIFLES

HUNTING

Express Herstal

MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre

Herstal

CCS 25 B2E

CCS 375 African

CCS 25 Bavarian

Express CCS 25 “Custom” with side-plate engraving
Fitted with side plates, this rifle exists in a “Custom” version having 65 cm
barrels with a battue-type rib and a folding "ear shaped" leaf rear sight. It has a 3
piece fore-end and a pistol grip stock with teardrops and with a hidden butt plate,
in walnut specially selected for the direction of its grain. The CCS 25 exists in
numerous calibres, such as .270W, .30-06, .30R Blaser, 7X65R, 8X57JRS, 9.2X62
and 9.3X74R. It is also available in a box-lock version with a wide selection of
engravings.

Express CCS 25 .375 HH
This gun has been developed to meet the demands of the H&H .375 calibre cartridge that is very widely used for big game hunting and African safaris.
Solid action frame with a reinforced lock, thickened 60 cm long barrels, pistol
grip stock with an anti-recoil pad for increased comfort.This gun can be
equipped with claw scope mounts upon request.
CCS 25 M1

8x57JRS - 9,3x74R

EXPRESS
CCS 25

EXPRESS
CCS 375

.270W, .30.06,
375HH
.30R Blaser, 7x65R,
8x57JRS, 9,3x74R.
Length
610 or 650 mm
590 mm
600 mm
Top Rib
battue
battue, with pivot
battue
mounting
Frontsight
bead maillechort
bead maillechort
bead maillechort
Rearsight
fixed rearsight
folding
folding
STOCK
pistol
pistol with anti-recoil
pistol with anti-recoil
Length
370 mm
370 mm
366 mm
Drop at comb
40 mm
40 mm
45 mm
Drop at heel
62 mm
62 mm
70 mm
FORE-END
tulip
tulip
tulip
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
3,4 Kg
3,4 Kg
4,3 Kg
FINISHING
Action frame
blued or greyed
greyed
blued or greyed
Wood
oil finished
oil finished
oil finished
SPECIAL FEATURES Specific engraving
Specific engraving
Engravings : B2E,
BAVARIAN, D5G, M1.
Flush pad on engraved
models M1+ GM 3 pc
OPTIONS
Scope mounting
Scope mounting
Scope mounting
Second set of barrels 20 Second set of barrels 20
Double trigger
Stock to your
Stock to your
measurements.
measurements.
(*) Average values

CCS 25 D5G

EXPRESS
HERSTAL

Custom Shop

Express Herstal Cal. 8 X 57 JRS or 9,3 X 74R
This version offers the quality of the CCS 25 adapted for large game. It includes a battue-type rib incorporating the
fixing locations for the base of a universal pivot scope mount (allowing a scope to be mounted in a matter of minutes and
at lesser cost), a pistol grip stock with an insert type anti-recoil pad and a tulip fore-end made from beautiful French walnut with an oil-rubbed finish. Medallion engraving featuring boar and deer, grey-tempered action frame. Only exists in calibre 8X57JRS and 9.3X74R.

CCS 25 Side-Plate “Custom”

Express CCS 25 .375 HH

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B525 CLASSIC

2

3
1
9
4
6

8
5

7

Hunting

THAT SOMETHING THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Black, 100% recyclable polypropylene carry
case marked with the Browning logo in
gold colour.

1Large sized bolt
The bolt is large and made of one piece.
It is adjusted to suit the action frame that receives it to guarantee play-free
action.
The bolt is adjusted to bear at precisely where it should: on the bottom
face of the groove of the barrel locking lug.
The bolt lever is adjusted in such a way that the shooter can tell from its
angle to the line of sight that the bolt is bearing correctly and is not fully
closed.

2Positive, powerful ejection
4

Cartridges are ejected by means of a hammer-operated mechanism, the only
system which guarantees positive, powerful and regular ejection. Only spent
cartridges are ejected, thanks to an ingenious system of rods operated by
the hammers as they drop.

3Chrome-plated barrels

THE PINNACLE OF ACHIEVEMENT IN
UNDER AND OVER SHOTGUN DESIGN
In 2003, Browning is launching a hunting version of the B525 Classic, the 5th
generation of the original under-and-over shotguns designed by John Moses
Browning.
This model retains all the characteristics that have made Browning under-and-over
shotguns the most appreciated guns in the market.
Its handling, its balance and its reliability testify to the care taken by Browning in the
making of its guns. The B525 Classic combines the very best of the traditional gun
maker's craft with the most advanced production techniques.
For the B525 Classic, Browning has gone even further, to ensure that each hunter
experiences greater satisfaction when using its guns. A great deal of work has gone
into the firing mechanism, to improve its accuracy while at the same time retaining
all the unique safety features associated with Browning guns. Particular attention has
been paid to the finish of the wooden elements and the checkering has been
redesigned for improved handling. The barrels have been revised to enable all
"invector" models to fire steel shot cartridges, as guaranteed by means of a test
certified by the Liege Test Bench (BEL) label. Finally, the design of the action frame
incorporates a small shell on the top, giving it a particular elegance and a unique
identity within the Browning range.

Barrels are chrome-plated internally : for hunting under the worst conditions…

4Highly durable hinge pin
1

The hinge pin is made of one piece and has a large surface area which
ensures that the sliding and rotation forces induced during opening and
closing are evenly distributed, thus ensuring maximum resistance to wear.

5Forged steel action frame
The action frame is machined from a block of forged steel.
It is able to resist pressures several times greater than those actually used in
the Belgium Proof House at Liege.

6Single selective trigger
The single selective trigger allows you to select the upper or lower barrel
for the first cartridge

7Firing system
The new, more direct firing system gives you a more precise, safer and more
consistent shot.

8Wood and checkering
A choice of woods and new, higher quality finishes. Ideally situated checkered areas ensure accurate and comfortable handling.

9Shells
The top of the action frame incorporates a shell that gives this model a certain elegance and makes it special.

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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B525 CLASSIC

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B525 Classic Cal. 12 Magnum Gr 1

B525 Classic 12 Gauge Magnum Elite Gr 3

B525 Classic 12 Gauge Magnum Elite Gr 3
Sobriety and elegance characterise the B525 in its Elite (Gr3) version : its
engraving, the meticulously selected walnut and oil-rubbed finish make this an ideal
compromise between traditional looks and personality.
It has a 3’’ Magnum barrel, just like the Gr 1 model.

B525 Classic Cal 12 Magnum Prestige Gr 5

B525 Classic 12 Gauge Magnum Prestige Gr 5
The charm of the Prestige (Gr 5) is more discrete.The fit of the barrels,
the engraving and the very attractive old silver colour of its action frame make
this an elegant gun of the best possible taste. It comes in an Opaline case.
This model has a stock with teardrops, and a multi-purpose 3" Magnum barrel like
that of the Gr 1.

Hunting

B525 Classic 12 Gauge Magnum Gr 1
The multi-purpose gun par excellence as it incorporates a 3" barrel that can fire both 70 mm (2 3/4")
and 76 mm (3’’) cartridges, while at the same time being low in weight for the comfort of the shooter.

Only B525s equipped with an invector
choke are tested for steel shot.

B525 Classic Elite Grade 3

B525 Classic Elite Grade 3

MODEL*
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top Rib
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
FORE-END
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Action frame
Wood
OPTIONS

CHOKES

(*)

B525 Classic Prestige Grade 5

B525
Hunting/Hunter
12 M
76 mm
660 - 710 - 760 mm
fixed / Invector
ventilated 6 mm
Pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
Tulip
3,15 kg
greyed
satin varnish
FINISHING Elite, Prestige
inletted swivel bases
Hunter model : Invector
std 1/4 - 3/4 mounted
1/2 - full and key supplied

Average values

B525 Classic Prestige Grade 5

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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B525 CLASSIC

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B525 Classic Cal 20M Gr 1

B525 Classic Cal 20M Gr 1
This model represents the traditional compromise between efficiency and weight.A steel
20 gauge action frame and barrels chambered for 3’’ Magnum allow optimum efficiency while
keeping the weight deliberately low, which is a considerable advantage during a long day's hunting.

MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top Rib
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
FORE-END
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Action frame
Wood
OPTIONS
CHOKES

(*)

B525 Classic Cal 20 Magnum Elite Gr 3

B525 Classic Cal 20 Elite Gr 3

B525 Classic Cal 20 Elite Gr 3

B525
Hunting/Hunter
20 M
76 mm
660 - 710 mm
fixed / Invector
ventilated 6 mm
Pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
Tulip
2,9 kg
greyed
satin
FINISH : Elite
Hunter model : Invector
std 1/4 - 3/4 mounted
1/2 - full and key supplied

Average values

B525 Classic 20 Gauge Magnum Elite Gr 3
Particular attention has been paid to the choice of wood,
the finish of the action frame and the type of engraving (incorporating new game scenes), all of which give
this model a refined elegance while retaining the advantages of
the basic model.

Hunting

B525 CLASSIC LIGHT

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B525 Classic Light Cal 12 Gr 1

B525 Classic Light 12 Gauge Gr 1
The gun of the 3rd millennium for the demanding hunter.
All of the developments introduced with each new generation of Browning light models are incorporated
in the B525 Light which constitutes the ultimate synthesis of efficiency, weight and good looks.An action
frame made of a lightweight "Aircraft" grade alloy reinforced with high strength steel inserts, a suitably
profiled barrel and a suitable choice of wood and form result in a lightweight gun with perfect handling
and balance, as well as an unequalled elegance, further enhanced by game scene engravings.

B525 Classic Light Cal 12 Gr 1

MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top Rib
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
FORE-END
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Action frame
Wood
OPTIONS
CHOKES

(*)

B525 light
Hunting/Hunter
12 M
70 mm
660 - 710 mm
fixed / Invector
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
Tulip
2,85 kg

B525 Classic Light Cal 12 Gr 1

greyed
oil finished
Inletted swivel bases
Hunter model : Invector
std 1/4 - 3/4 mounted
1/2 - full and key supplied

Average values

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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B425 LIGHT

SMALL CALIBRES

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B425 Light 20M

B425 light
Hunting/Hunter
MODEL*
BARRELS
20 M
Calibre
76 mm
Chamber
660 - 710 mm
Length
fixed / Invector
Chokes
ventilated 6 mm
Top Rib
half-pistol
STOCK (**)
360 mm
Length
39 mm
Drop at comb
61 mm
Drop at heel
Tulip
FORE-END
2,7 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (**)
FINISHING
greyed
Action frame
oil finished
Wood
Hunter model : Invector
CHOKES
Std 1/2 - 1/1 mounted,
Inv. 1/4 and key supplied

B425 light
Elite 28

B425 light
Elite 410

28
70 mm
710-760 mm
fixed
ventilated 6 mm
half-pistol
360 mm
39 mm
61 mm
Tulip
2,6-2,7 kg

410
76 mm
710-760 mm
fixed
ventilated 6 mm
half-pistol
360 mm
39 mm
61 mm
Tulip
2,6-2,7 kg

greyed
oil finished

greyed
oil finished

(*) Average values
(**) Fixed chokes for Hunting model; Invectors for Hunter

Hunting
B425 Light 20M
This gun represents a perfect combination of lightness, looks and strength. Its action frame is made of 7075 alloy
with a stainless steel toner insert. Its new, narrower, tulip fore-end and semi pistol grip stock make this a particularly
ergonomic gun.

B425 Elite Light 28
Sober and elegant : a new, original engraving, meticulously selected walnut with an oil-rubbed finish make this an
ideal compromise between traditional looks and personality.This gun will provide maximum pleasure by allowing you to
attempt a novel experience: sporting clays with a 28 !

B425 Elite Light 410
Let yourself be seduced by the surprising efficiency of the famous B425 shotgun in
its .410 gauge version.This gun combines high performance with a brand new stock and a
new fore-end, which give it very a fluid line and great finesse.This shotgun also has a new,
profiled rib.
Engraving B425 Light Elite 28 and .410

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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B425 SPECIALS

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

B425 Privilege Hunting Cal. 12

B425 Esprit 12 gauge
The B425 Esprit has removable plates and a newly dimensioned action frame.
The swan-neck shaped stock, in the purest Browning style, is a perfect compromise
between fineness of line and sureness of grip.An additional set of blank plates supplied
with the gun, can be engraved with the scene of your choice.
Available in Scroll and Dog versions.

B425 Esprit Scroll Cal. 12

B425 Light Special Woodcock 12

B425 Light Special Woodcock Cal. 12

B425 Special Waterfowl Cal. 12 Mag

The principal feature of this gun is that it has a 61 cm barrel with
a rifled lower tube, while the upper tube is fitted with an Invector. It will
work wonders in the undergrowth : its rib, which gives it its flowing lines,
makes it extremely quick firing.A special engraving represents the
“painter's quill” so coveted by hunters of woodcock.

Hunting

B425 Privilege Hunting 12
A " fine " firearm in the true sense of the word, the Privilege is one of the key products of Browning’s know-how.
The walnut used is a 4 star quality wood that is then oil rub finished by hand.The side-plate engraving combines deep
engraving, decorative motifs and game scenes.This gun comes in an Opaline case.

B425 Esprit luxe

B425 Esprit luxe

MODEL*
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top Rib
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
FORE-END
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Action frame
Wood
OPTIONS
CHOKES

B425 Esprit dog

B425 Esprit dog

B425
Privilege

B425
Privilege

B425
Esprit

B425
Esprit Luxe

B425 light
Woodcock

B425
Special Waterfowl

12
70 mm
710 - 760 mm
1/4 - 3/4
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3-3,1 kg

20 M
76 mm
710 - 760 mm
1/4 - 3/4
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
2,85-2,9 kg

12
70 mm
710 - 760 mm
fixed / Invector
ventilated 6 mm
swan neck
375 mm
38 mm
58 mm
tulip
3,1-3,2 kg

12
70 mm
710 - 760 mm
Invector
ventilated 6 mm
swan neck
375 mm
38 mm
58 mm
tulip
3,1-3,2 kg

12
70 mm
610 mm
Rifled + Invector
interupted
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
2,9 kg

12 M
76 mm
710 - 760 mm
Invector Plus
ventilated 6 mm
rounded pistol
375 mm
38 mm
52 mm
rounded
3,4 kg

greyed

greyed

greyed

greyed

oil finished

oil finished

oil finished

Dura Touch

Removable plates
Removable plates edged
greyed
with 24 carat gold
oil finished
oil finished
B l a n k
p l a t e s
Hunter model : Invector Std 1/2 - 1/1 mounted,
Inv. 1/4 and key supplied

(*) Average values
(**) Fixed chokes for Hunting model; Invector for Hunter / Invector Plus for Waterfowl model

B425 Special Waterfowl 12Mag
Designed for intensive use in natural aquatic environments, the
Waterfowl will follow you on your duck and goose hunting expeditions
with less risk of damage. Its stock is protected with the new Dura-Touch.
It is chambered for 3” cartridges, and its barrel can accept steel shot and
high load cartridges without any problem.The 62 mm "Invectors Plus"
Chokes ensure the best ballistic efficiency.

Opaline case
Developed exclusively for our OPALINE label,
this superb case with its laminated structure and highly resistant polymer-coated fabric finish is fitted with two
combination locks Providing perfect protection when transporting
your gun, it combines modern design and refined elegance

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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FUSION

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

1
2

3
Fusion Cal 12 M

1Perfectly ergonomic
Stock: the more marked cheek piece and asymmetric pistol grip guarantee a
gun of unmatched ergonomic quality.

2Safe
Easy-to-reach transverse safety lever, reversible to suit left-handed shooters

3Easy to maintain
A Trigger assembly removed simply by popping out two pins from the
receiver for quick and easy cleaning of the mechanism.

4Flowing lines
The narrower fore-end with a particularly well designed shape and magazine
plug make this a flowing and extremely elegant gun.

5Optimum aim
New sighting rib and optical fibre fore sight for an unequalled quality of shot.
Set of 6 interchangeable optical fibre foresights provided.

"BACK-BORE"
Browning reveals the professionals' secret: back-bored barrels.
First used in 1992, back-boring is a technical breakthrough that has allowed our
shooters to win numerous medals.
Better impact and higher velocities for improved shooting accuracy.A "back-bored" barrel is one
whose internal diameter (the bore diameter) has been increased beyond traditional specifications.
• Increased penetration velocity
Back-boring ensures that there is less friction between the shot and the wall of the barrel. Instead of
having to overcome friction, more of the energy generated by the gunpowder gasses serves to propel
the cartridge, thus increasing the velocity of the load
The shot retains its ballistic quality.
The force of contraction or the pressure exerted by the barrel wall on the load is reduced, thus
reducing the number of deformed pellets fired.
• Improved shot pattern
The ballistic characteristics are improved and you achieve exceptionally uniform shots with many
more effective pellets hitting the target.
• Reduced recoil
A reduction in recoil means improved shooting comfort. In a back-bored barrel, the load passes more
easily reducing the amount of recoil felt by the shooter, thus improving his shooting comfort.
18,4

18,85

Hunting

THAT SOMETHING THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Other accessories provided:
1. Stock care oil
2. Trigger guard lock for increased safety
3. 50 mm barrel extension

5
1

5
2

3

5

4

Fully adjustable stock
Quick and easy to adjust to your
measurements thanks to the 6 inserts
provided.

Works perfectly with 24 to 57 g. cartridges.

Magazine cut-off for quick load switching.
When engaged, this device is able to block
the cartridges in the magazine so as to
only load the cartridge located in the
chamber.
It also has the advantage of enabling you to
keep the breech of your fusion open with
cartridges in the magazine by engaging the
cut-off and ejecting the cartridge contained
in the chamber.
To quickly reload, release the cut-off and
the breech will move forward to feed a
new cartridge in the chamber.

EXCLUSIVE
The "Speed-loading" system allows you
to load more quickly.With the breech
in the rear-most position, simply slide a
shell into the magazine and it is automatically sent to the chamber, ready to
fire.

An extra flat carry case allows you to
easily carry all the accessories you
need with you, and thus perfectly adapt
the gun to all hunting conditions.

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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FUSION

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

Fusion Ultimate 12 M

Fusion Grade 3 Cal 12 M

Fusion Cal 20 M

Fusion Ultimate Cal 20 Magnum

Fusion Ultimate Cal 20 Magnum
The Fusion 20 gauge also exists in a deluxe version, with a superb anthracite gray receiver edged in
fine gold and a new engraving.The oil-rubbed walnut stock and fore end contribute to the superior quality
of this gun.

Hunting

BROWNING:THE INVENTOR OF THE SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN
Fusion Ultimate 12 M
A superb deluxe version of the Fusion.Anthracite grey receiver, finely
engraved and edged with 24 carat gold edging and a very attractive oilrubbed walnut stock and fore-end.

Fusion Ultimate 12 M

Fusion Cal 12 M (p33) - Fusion Grade 3 Cal 12 M
The more marked cheek piece, the more pronounced pistol grip, the longer, narrower fore-end all
make for exceptional handling. Its new shape and new sighting rib give it ideal balance. All the receivers are
countersunk for mounting a scope.The very high quality European walnut has an oil-rubbed finish.
Accurately shoots all cartridges from 24 to 57g thanks to a regulating valve incorporated within the gas operated mechanism.
Its new back bored barrel allows it to shoot all cartridges available on the market without exception, even
steel shot cartridges.This 12M gauge shotgun only weighs 2.9 kg.
The new Grade 3 Fusion uses specially selected Turkish walnut with an oil finish, featuring superb chequering.

Fusion Cal 20 M
The Fusion range is being expanded in 2003 with the introduction of the Fusion 20M. In addition to the
qualities of the 12 gauge, the Fusion 20M also provides lightness and ease of handling The narrower receiver
has been scaled to suit the gauge.The quality of the shot pattern is ensured by the 62 mm long Invector Plus
chokes.The 3" chambering of this gun allows it to fire all 20 bore cartridges, regardless of length or load.

FUSION
Ultimate 12 M
MODEL
BARRELS
12 M
Calibre
76 mm
Chamber
660 - 710 - 760 mm
Length
Invector Plus
Chokes
6 mm
Ribs
STOCK (*)
370 mm
Length
35 mm
Drop at comb
57 mm
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
tubular aluminium
Type
4 (3 in 76 mm)
Capacity without reducer
2
Capacity with reducer
(cart.70 mm)
2,9 / 3 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
engraving, Ni, Anthracite gray
Receiver
luxe walnut, oil finished
Wood
Light alloy receiver
SPECIAL FEATURES
with magazine cut-off
chrome-plated barrels

ACCESSORIES

(*)

Fusion Ultimate 20 M

Fusion Ultimate 20 M

Fusion Ultimate 12 M

FUSION
12 M & 12 M Grade 3

FUSION
Ultimate 20 M

FUSION
20 M

12 M
76 mm
660 - 710 - 760 mm
Invector Plus
6 mm

20 M
76 mm
660 - 710 mm
Invector Plus
6 mm

20 M
76 mm
660 - 710 mm
Invector Plus
6 mm

370 mm
35 mm
57 mm

365 mm
36 mm
60 mm

365 mm
35 mm
60 mm

tubular aluminium
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

tubular aluminium
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

tubular aluminium
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

2,9 - 3 kg

2,8 kg

2,8 kg

anodized, black varnish
walnut, oil finished
Light alloy receiver
with magazine cut-off
chrome-plated barrels
machined dovetails on
top of receiver
inletted swivel bases
inletted swivel bases
Invector Plus mounted : 1/2 Invector Plus mounted : 1/2
supplied : 1/4 - 3/4 - full supplied : 1/4 - 3/4 - full
- exterior 50 mm
6 inserts for stock adjustment 6 inserts for stock adjustment
Set of 6 interchangeable
Set of 6 interchangeable
optical fibre foresights
optical fibre foresights
Stock care oil
Stock care oil

engraving, Ni
anodized, black varnish
luxe walnut, oil finished
walnut, oil finished
Light alloy receiver
Light alloy receiver
with magazine cut-off with magazine cut-off
chrome-plated barrels chrome-plated barrels

inletted swivel bases
inletted swivel bases
Invector Plus mounted : 1/2 Invector Plus mounted : 1/2
supplied : 1/4 - 3/4 - full supplied : 1/4 - 3/4 - full
3 inserts for stock adjustment 3 inserts for stock adjustment
Set of 6 interchangeable
Set of 6 interchangeable
optical fibre foresights
optical fibre foresights
Stock care oil
Stock care oil

Average values

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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FUSION • GOLD

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

Fusion Combo

Gold Hunter Cal. 12 3”1/2

Gold Hunter Cal. 12 3 1/2”/89 mm chambering
This is a gun that is intended for those wishing to shoot heavy loads,
and is ideal for hunting waterfowl and migratory birds.The Gold is a very versatile gun and is able to shoot 2 3/4" cartridges of 28 g, allowing a very broad
field of action.

Gold Camo Cal. 12 3 1/2”

Gold Camo Cal. 12 3”1/2

An impressive gun under extreme conditions.The stock and fore-end,
made of composite material, are extremely hard-wearing and totally unaffected by changes in temperature.

Gold 10 Gauge Light
Intended above all for wildfowlers, the 10 gauge is without doubt the
ideal solution in those regions requiring the use of steel shot.
Our new light version retains a comfortable recoil (ventilated butt plate, antirecoil).

Gold 10 Gauge Light

Hunting

BROWNING:THE INVENTOR OF THE SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN
Fusion Combo
The aim of the Fusion Combo is provide a gun that can be adapted to any type of
hunting, all in one kit . It consists of a Fusion 12M with a countersunk receiver, a 71 cm barrel, a Slug barrel and a 50 mm choke extension. Like all Fusions, it comes with many accessories.

MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Ribs
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity without reducer
Capacity with reducer
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Receiver
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES

OPTIONS
ACCESSORIES

Fusion Slug Cal 12
The Fusion range has been increased in 2003 with the addition of the Fusion Slug
12 Gauge.This special slug version is equipped with a chromed 3" barrel with a fulllength riffled bore.The sighting system has been designed to provide an accurate aim in
any weather and any lighting conditions. It includes an adjustable rear sight and an optical
fiber front sight.The pitch of the stock is adjustable and the gun is supplied with a set of
sling swivels.

10
89 mm
710 mm
Invector Plus
ventilated 8 mm

FUSION
3” Combo
x2
12 M
76 mm
710 mm
610 mm
Invector Plus
rifled
6 mm rear/front sights

12
76 mm
610 mm - rifled
rear and front sights

362 mm
41 mm
45 mm

362 mm
41 mm
47 mm

370 mm
35 mm
57 mm

370 mm
35 mm (**)
57 mm (**)

tubular chrome
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

tubular chrome
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

tubular aluminium
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

tubular chrome
4 (3 in 76 mm)
2

3,4-3,6 kg

4,4 kg

2,9 - 3 kg

3,1 kg

GOLD
Hunter 3 1/2”

GOLD LIGHT
Cal 10

12 3 1/2”
89 mm
710-760 mm
Invector Plus
ventilated 6 mm

Light alloy receiver with magazine cut-off
Chrome-plated barrels
Invectors Plus models : 2 additional tubes and
cross-shaped wrench.
CAMO model
Mounted : head for front sling swivel
Furnished: screw head for rear
swivels and removable pair of rings

FUSION
Slug

anodized, black varnish anodized, black varnish
walnut, oil finished
walnut, oil finished
Light alloy receiver
Light alloy receiver
with magazine cut-off with magazine cut-off
Chrome-plated barrels Chrome-plated barrels
machined dovetails on machined dovetails on
top of receiver
top of receiver
Inletted swivel bases
Mounted : head for
front sling swivel
Invector Plus mounted : 1/2
Supplied : 1/4 - 3/4 Furnished: screw head
full - exterior 50 mm
for rear swivels and
6 inserts for stock adjustment removable pair of rings
Set of 6 interchangeable 2 spacers for adjusting
optical fibre foresights
stock height(**)
Stock care oil
(*) Average values
(**) Average value with adjustable stock system
(spacer n°2) • Spacer n°1 = 34-53 mm
Spacer n°3 = 36-61 mm

Fusion Slug Cal 12

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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EXPRESS RIFLES

CCS 525

CCS 525
MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre
Length
SIGHTS
Frontsight
Rearsight
STOCK(*)
Length
FORE-END
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Action frame
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES

8 x 57 JRS
9,3 x 74 R
560 mm
fibre optic
battue rib
Hog’s back - The Bavarian
cheek piece
370 mm
tulip
3,1 kg
greyed
satin varnish
animal engravings

Hunting

CCS 525
Browning has been the leading producer of express under and over rifles for decades.With
the introduction of the CCS 525 in the 525 range, Browning wanted to provide the demanding
hunter with a gun that is attractive, while at the same time guaranteeing flawless operation and
unequalled accuracy, and that can be easily adjusted to receive the different types of cartridge available on the market.

BROWNING HAS REINVENTED THE
EXPRESS RIFLE.
The barrels, the essential part of this gun, are both traditional and original.A spacer
on the upper barrel ensures the accuracy of the vertical convergence of the
barrels, while lateral convergence is ensured by the design of the barrel itself,
which incorporates a unique "Cradle" strip. Once the ammunition has been
chosen, a spacer ring is recommended and inserted securely under the foresight
on the upper barrel, guaranteeing unequalled accuracy. (*).
The weight and balance are perfect for current hunting conditions.
The action frame has been strengthened by means of high strength stainless steel
inserts.
Very special attention has been paid to every detail of this gun: a "hog's back" stock
with a Bavarian cheek piece, an accentuated tulip-shaped forearm for greater
elegance, a fluorescent optical fibre foresight and a traditional battue rib allowing a
scope to be mounted by a gunsmith in minimum time.The animal engravings with
which it is decorated make this a very special and unique rifle.
(*) It is essential that this operation is carried out by your gunsmith.

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre

Browning recom
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of ammunition
by Browning and
Winchester

Length

M

CHES

3

00

TER

WIN

m WS

WS

M

M

WIN

70

2

TER

7

m

CHES

CHES

TER

WIN

SIGHTS
Frontsight
Rearsight

WS

STOCK
Length
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGH
T*
FINISHING
Receiver
Wood
SPECIAL
FEATURES

BAR
Short Track
270 WSM
7 mm WSM
300 WSM
510 mm

Adjustable fibre
optic
Adjustable
battue rib
351 mm
removable magaz
ine**
2
3,25 kg
light alloy
oil finished
4 threaded holes
for
scope mounting

ACCESSORIES
6 spacers for
adjusting stock
height
(*) Average valu
es (**) or fixed
according to loca
l legislation
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BAR LIGHT

SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES

Bar Evolve

Bar Light Battue
In its battue version, the BAR Light is the absolute weapon. Easy to
mount and incredibly accurate, all it needs is a hunter with the reflexes to
match.

Bar Light Affût
This model is designed to provide still hunters the pleasure of a light,
reliable and extremely accurate gun.

Fibre optic front sight of unequalled
brightness.

The seven lug rotating bolt is the key to
the BAR's strength and reliability.

Hunting

THE BEST KNOWN SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE IN THE WORLD
Bar Evolve
The shaped Monte Carlo stock, the more marked pistol grip and the narrower tulip fore-end will ensure excellent
handling and incomparable comfort.
Particular care has also been taken in the selection and finish of the wood, most particularly the magnificent "Scottish"
checkering.

Fore-end for better handling, all enhanced
with a magnificent "Scottish" checkering.

MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Frontsight
Rearsight
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity Std
Capacity Mag
TOTAL WEIGHT (*) Std
TOTAL WEIGHT (*) Mag
FINISHING
Receiver

Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES
ACCESSORIES

BAR
Evolve

BAR
Light Battue

BAR
Light Affût

510 mm
(1)
red fibre
optic
adjustable
battue rib

510 mm
(2)
red fibre
optic
adjustable
battue rib

510 mm
(3)
front bead with
foresight protection
LPA

351 mm
40,5 mm
49 mm

351 mm
40,5 mm
49 mm

351 mm
40,5 mm
49 mm

r e m o v a b l e m a g a z i n e(**)
4 or 2 (***)
4 or 2 (***)
4 or 2 (***)
3 or 2 (***)
3 or 2 (***)
3 or 2 (***)
3.15 kg
3.15 kg
3.15 kg
3.35 kg
3.35 kg
3.35 kg
light alloy
grey receiver
walnut oil finished

• The Monte Carlo stock provides unequalled
shooting comfort, even when using a scope.
• The grip of the stock is much more marked
for a better hold.

Adjustable battue-type rib. Its truncated rib
affords you a better view of the target.A
fine white stripe perfectly guides your eye
to the target.
Fixed or removable hinged magazine holder
according to regulations applying.The bolt
release lever facilitates fast and easy loading.
Simply close the loaded magazine and depress
the bolt release lever, and the cartridge is
automatically delivered to the chamber.

light alloy anodized light alloy anodized
black satin varnish black satin varnish
walnut satin varnish walnut satin varnish

4 threaded holes for scope mounting
Mounted : screw head for sling
Furnished : pair of removable sling swivels

The receiver is drilled and tapped for scope
mounting.
(1) 7x64, 30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, .300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, 9,3x62
(2) 30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, .300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, 35 whelen
(3) 30-06 Sprg, 308 Win, 300 WM
(*) Average values
(**) or fixed according to local legislation
(***)according to local legislation

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES

BAR LIGHT
Bar Light Battue Prima

The finish of the receiver, including a very beautiful engraving, the materials and the techniques used, the colour of the
surface treatment, all contribute to make this gun a very successful combination of class and discretion. But the design also
expresses itself in the technical performance : the hog's back stock with a very fine Bavarian cheek piece will work wonders
when shooting through open sights and even more so when using a scope.

Bar Light Battue Prima

MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight

BAR
Light Battue Prima

BAR
Light Battue Luxe

BAR
Light Stalker

510 mm
(1)
Adjustable
battue rib
red fibre optic

510 mm
(2)
Adjustable
battue rib
red fibre optic

510 mm
(3)
Adjustable
battue rib
red fibre optic

Frontsight
STOCK (*)
Length
349 mm
349 mm
349 mm
Drop at comb
48 mm
40,5 mm
40,5 mm
Drop at heel
80 mm
49 mm
49 mm
MAGAZINE
Type
removable magazine removable magazine removable magazine
Capacity Std
4 or 2 (**)
4 or 2 (**)
4 or 2 (**)
Capacity Mag
3 or 2
2
2
TOTAL WEIGHT (*) Std
3,15 Kg
3,15 Kg
3,15 Kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*) Mag
3,35 kg
3,35 kg
3,35 kg
FINISHING
Receiver
Old silver + satin
light alloy
light alloy,
black anodized
grey receiver with
anodized black
receiver
gold subjects
satin varnish
Wood
walnut oil finished
walnut oil finished
composite + Dura Touch
4
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SPECIAL FEATURES
Mounted : screw head for sling
ACCESSORIES
Furnished : pair of removable sling swivels
OPTIONS
Affut model
available
(1)
(2)
(3)
(*)
(**)

270 Win, 7x64, 7 mm Rem Mag, 30-06 Sprg, 300 WM
270 Win, 30-06 Sprg, 300 WM
30-06, 7 mm Rem Mag, 300 WM
Average values
or fixed according to local legislation

Hunting

THE BEST KNOWN SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE IN THE WORLD

Bar Light Battue Luxe
This model has been produced to answer the demands of those who no longer wish to have to
choose between functionality and looks.With its nickel-plated old silver receiver and its animal motif engravings embellished with fine 24 carat gold subjects, its wood made of oil-rubbed European walnut, the Bar
Light Deluxe is truly an object of great beauty. It comes in an Opaline carry case that will certainly not disgrace it.

Bar Light Stalker
The Bar light requires no introduction.This new version, with its composite stock and fore-end is virtually indestructible.When hunting in the undergrowth, it will be less likely to damage.

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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BAR ACIER

SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES

Bar Acier Battue

BAR BOSS "Affut" system
The addition of the Boss system
produces two particularly interesting effects : reduced recoil (in the region of
30 to 50 %) and improved accuracy.
The performance of the BAR is thus improved when using a scope or firing
long range shots.

Bar Acier Affût BOSS

Reduced recoil

Improved accuracy

The BOSS™ system allows the bullet to
leave the barrel at the ideal moment, i.e. in
the "peak" or the "valley" of the vibration
wave when the muzzle is virtually motionless.

The BOSS™ system allows the rifle to be
quickly adjusted to the desired load. Each
barrel equipped with the BOSS™ is marked
with 10 incremental markings, and a table of
average settings is supplied for each calibre.

Hunting

THE BEST KNOWN SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE IN THE WORLD

MODEL*
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight

Bar Acier Battue
With its more compact barrel, its battue type rib and its fluorescent fore
sight, this gun is exceptionally effective and easy to handle in battue or stalking situations.

STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Receiver
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES
ACCESSORIES
OPTIONS

BAR ACIER
Affût standard

BAR ACIER
Affût magnum

BAR ACIER
Battue

550 mm
(1)
LPA
front bead with
foresight protection

600 mm
(2)
LPA
front bead with
foresight protection

550 mm
(3)
battue rib
red translucent

351 mm
42,5 mm
52 mm

351 mm
42,5 mm
52 mm

351 mm
40,5 mm
49 mm

4 or 2 (***)
3,5 kg

removable magazine (**)
3 or 2 (***)
Std : 4 or 2 (***)
Mag : 3 or 2 (***)
Std : 3,5 kg
3,75 kg
Mag : 3,7 kg

blued steel
blued steel
blued steel
w a l n u t ,
s a t i n
v a r n i s h
4 threaded holes for scope mounting
Mounted : screw head for sling
Furnished : pair of removable sling swivels
Grade III
Boss system
Boss system
30-06, 308
.300 WM, .338 WM

(1)
(2)
(3)

.243 Win, .30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, .308 Win
.300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, .338 Win Mag
.300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, .338 Win Mag,
.270 Win, .30-06 Sprg, .308 Win.
(*) Average values
(**) or fixed according to local legislation
(***)according to local legislation

BAR Acier Affût
This version is fitted with a vertically and horizontally adjustable rear
sight The fine metal foresight ensures a perfect accuracy of aim.

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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DUALIS • BLR

REPEATING RIFLES

Dualis

Particularly ergonomic release lever.
Simply press to unload instantly

New drop-down magazine. It's asymmetric design allows extremely quick
and accurate pointing

DUALIS
MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Receiver
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES

Underneath the fore-end is the key to the unique reliability, accuracy and good
looks of the Dualis. No part is in contact with the barrel which is thus free floating. Its 2 dimensional movement is perfectly ergonomic.

ACCESSORIES

(*)

Average values

510 mm
.300 WM, 30-06 Sprg,
7 RM, .270 Win, .308 Win
Adjustable battue rib
red fibre optic
351 mm
48 mm
72 mm
removable magazine
Standard: 4
Magnum: 3
Standard: 3,2 kg
Magnum: 3,4 kg
light alloy, anodized
walnut, satin varnish
4 threaded holes for
scope mounting
Mounted : screw head
for sling
Furnished : pair of
removable sling swivels

BLR Lightning
BLR Lightning
BLR Lightning
BLR Lightning
Affut
Affut
Affut
Battue
MODEL
BARRELS
510 mm
560 mm
610 mm
740 mm
Length
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Calibre
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
battue rib
Rearsight
Fluorescent
gold plated w/ base plate gold plated w/ base plate gold plated w/ base plate
Frontsight
STOCK (*)
362 mm
349 mm
362 mm
362 mm
Length
25 mm
25 mm
25 mm
25 mm
Drop at comb
25 mm
25 mm
25 mm
25 mm
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
removable magazine removable magazine removable magazine removable magazine
Type
3
4
4
3
Capacity
3,4 kg
2,95 kg
3,29 kg
3,5 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
black anodized
black anodized
black anodized
black anodized
Receiver
gloss varnished
gloss varnished
gloss varnished
gloss varnished
Wood
Folding down hammer in half-cock position
SPECIAL FEATURES
(*)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Average values
22-250 Rem, .243 Win, .308 Win
.270 Win, 30-06 Sprg, .308 Win
7 mm Rem Mag, 300 WM
7 mm Rem Mag, 300 WM

Hunting

ABSOLUTE SPEED

DUALIS Battue
A perfect alternative to the semi-automatic
Totally different from normal pump-action rifles, the Dualis reloads in record time. The fore-end
moves along 2 axis: you draw it towards you, and it moves backwards and downwards, forming a circular
motion and nestling comfortably under the magazine.
No visible cams, a silent action and a superb, highly fluid line.This gun is extremely effective with its floating cold-hammered (FN Herstal made) barrel, its drop-down magazine and its modern optical fibre foresight.

Adjustable "Battue" type rib. Its truncated
rib affords you a better view of the target.
A fine white stripe perfectly guides your
eye to the target.

Fibre optic front sight :
New, increased brightness for more accurate and faster battue shooting.

BLR Battue
The Battue version, with its rib and its 47 cm barrel is extremely
compact and efficient for this type of hunting.With its external hammer, it is
also an excellent stalking gun.

BLR Affût
Its aluminum receiver makes this a light, well balanced gun.The lever is
linked to a rack-operated mechanism that is extremely smooth and progressive.An important detail, the trigger shoe follows the movement of the lever.

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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ACERA

STRAIGHT-PULL ACTION RIFLES

Acera

Acera Elite
Deluxe version of the Acera with superb oil rubbed walnut
and rosewood on the ends of the pistol grip and the forestock
The obturation plate is finely corked
Comes in an Opaline carry case

Acera Elite

Acera Stutzen
Brand new Stutzen long forestock version with perfectly
floating 51 cm barrel With its superb lines, its lightness and ease
of handling, you will be able to shoot shot after shot with
exemplary accuracy. FN-Herstal cold hammered barrel.
Comes in a black ABS carry case.

Acera Stutzen

Acera Affût
Designed more for walk-up or still hunting, this new version
has a 58 cm barrel with the appropriate sights. Easy scope mounting
thanks to the steel inserts on the breech box.
Comes in a black ABS carry case.

Acera Affût

Hunting

THE ONLY BOLT ACTION RIFLE IN THE WORLD TO HAVE ITS BREECH BLOCK
COMPLETELY ENCLOSED WITHIN THE RECEIVER

Drop-down magazine for speed and
ease of loading.

Receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounting

Walnut "hog's back" stock.The Bavarian
cheek piece adds to its already good
looks.

The seven lug rotating bolt engages
directly into the barrel extension,
making it particularly strong and reliable.

ACERA
With the Acera, reloading simply involves a straight-pull action: a straight back-and-forth movement along the
line of the gun is all that is required. But its other major advantage is that the bolt is completely enclosed in the
receiver.There is therefore no risk of receiving the bolt in the eye: the hunter is thus able to keep the target in his
sights while reloading.Available in calibre 270 win, 7X64, 7RM, 30.06 and 300 WM
Comes in a black ABS carry case.
(Scope not supplied)

MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity

ACERA
Stutzen

ACERA
Battue

ACERA
Affût

510 mm
510 mm
510 mm
580 mm
300 WM, 30-06, 7x64,
270 Win, 7x64, 7 RM,
300 WM, 30-06, 7X64
270 Win, 9,3x62, 7x64,
270 Win, 7 RM
30-06 Sprg, 300 WM
270 Win
7 RM, 30-06 Sprg, 300 WM
Adjustable battue rib
Adjustable battue rib
Adjustable battue rib
red fibre optic
red fibre optic
red fibre optic
metal
Hog’s back - The Bavarian cheek piece Hog’s back - The Bavarian cheek piece Hog’s back - The Bavarian cheek piece Hog’s back - The Bavarian cheek piece
Long forestock
350 mm
350 mm
350 mm
48 mm
48 mm
48 mm
48 mm
80 mm
80 mm
80 mm
80 mm
drop down
Standard : 4
Magnum : 3
3,3 to 3,35 kg

drop down
Standard : 4
Magnum : 3
3,1 to 3,2 kg

TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
Receiver
light alloy, anodized
light alloy, anodized
Wood
walnut oil finished
walnut satin varnish
Furnished with inletted swivel bases
SPECIAL FEATURES
4 threaded holes for scope mounting
ACCESSORIES
(*)

ACERA
Elite

Average values

drop down
Standard : 4
Magnum : 3
3,1 to 3,2 kg

Adjustable "Battue" type rib, truncated
to afford you a better view.A fine white
stripe perfectly guides your eye to the
target.

Fibre optic front sight : unequalled
brightness, the quality of your shot
depends on it.

drop down
Standard : 4
Magnum : 3
3,1 to 3,2 kg

light alloy, anodized
light alloy, anodized
walnut oil finished
walnut oil finished
Furnished with inletted swivel bases
4 threaded holes for scope mounting

New cocking handle

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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CHES

WIN
7

m

M

WS

WIN
CHES

TER

A reduced 60° bolt action makes reloading the A-Bolt rifle quicker and easier, especially with a scope mounted. It's push button safety catch is ideally located
at the top of the grip. Available in small calibres, it is ideally suited to hunting vermin, but will appeal to the most demanding shooters.

70

M

M

WS

CHES

2

3

00

WS

TER

WIN

2

TER

CHES

M

TER

WS

70

A-Bolt Medallion

m WS

3

M

TER

CHES

00

A-Bolt Composite Stalker

M

3

00

Ideal for target shooting, vermin or game, the stainless stalker seduces as
much by the intrinsic qualities of its materials as by its looks.
Its composite fibreglass/graphite stock, together with its stainless steel barrel and
action make it a gun that is perfectly suited to all kinds of weather.

WIN

A-Bolt Stainless Stalker

CHES

TER

WIN

REPEATING RIFLES

WIN

A-BOLT

WS

Sharing the same characteristics as the rest of the A-Bolt range, this new
Stalker version, with its composite stock, will withstand the most severe conditions.
It will also meet every expectation of both hunters and target shooters.

60°

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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REPEATING RIFLES

A-Bolt
Médaillon

560 mm
(1)
Affût + Battue
adjustable

560 mm
(2)
Affût + Battue
adjustable

560 mm (**)
(5)
–
–

560 mm (**)
(4)
–
–

368 mm
45 mm
70 mm

368 mm
45 mm
70 mm

560 mm (**)
(3)
–
–
347 mm
19 mm
29 mm

349 mm
19 mm
29 mm

349 mm
19 mm
29 mm

4

3

6 in 223 Rem
4 for other cal.
2,9 kg

4
3 cal Mag.
2,9 kg

4

3,2 kg
3,2 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
dull blued
dull blued
Receiver
walnut oil finished walnut oil finished
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES
i n t e rc h a n g e a b l e s i g h ts
ACCESSORIES
(*)
(**)
(1)
(2)
(3)

removable swivel

removable swivel

A-Bolt
A-Bolt
Stainless Stalker Composite Stalker

WS

WIN
M

WIN

00

3

Eurobolt
Magnum

TER

Eurobolt
Standard

CHES

70

2

MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight
STOCK (*)
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity

Without doubt the most versatile rifle on the market.
Indeed, the Eurobolt is unique in that it is provided with interchangeable sights.The gun can thus be easily modified from a
still hunting rifle (with a rear leaf sight) into a battue riffle (with
a quarter rib).The trigger has a "stetcher" (set trigger) mechanism, allowing the gun to be fired with a very light trigger pull
(hair trigger) for very accurate shots.The Bavarian "hog's back"
stock is always perfect, both for sighting with open sites and
with a scope.
Supplied with 2 sights: affect rearsight + battue rib:
to be mounted according to choice
(Scope not supplied).)

CHES

TER

Eurobolt

M

EUROBOLT

WS

2,9 kg

dull blued
walnut, oiled

stainless steel
dull blued
composite
composite + Dura Touch
available in left-handed
version (270, 30-06)
removable swivel removable swivel removable swivel

Average values
590 mm -> 300WSM; 660 mm -> 300WM, 7 Rem Mag
270 Win, 7x64, 30-06
7 Rem Mag, 300 WM, 270 WSM, 300 WSM
223 Rem, 22-250 Rem, 243 Win, 25.06, 270 Win, 308 Win,
270 WSM, 7mm WSM, 300 WSM
(4) 223 Rem, 243 Win, 270 Win, 7.08 Rem, 308 Win, 30-06,
7 Rem Mag, 300 WM, 338 WM, 270 WSM, 300 WSM
(5) 243 Win, 308 Win, 30-06, 300 WSM

Eurobolt:
Interchangeable Battue-type rib and
rearsight.
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OPTASIGHT

Quick, accurate, perfect

Browning, the world's leading gun producer wanted to pass on the benefit of its
experience of hunting and target shooting by developing the “Optalens” scope
range.This range has been designed, down to its minutest details, to meet your
highest standards.
All Optalens scopes are guaranteed 30 years*.

OPTALENS IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK BY BROWNING

1

* Except Optapoint and Optasight.

2

Optasight
The Optasight is one of the very latest generation of sights based on the principle of a projected reticule.This revolutionary sight does not have its equal on
the market: it incorporates a sensor that measures the ambient light level and
adjuts the brightness of the reticule accordingly.The constant need to manually
adjust the brightness when passing from bright sunshine to shade is now a
thing of the past.The Optasight provides a choice between four reticules,
simply by operating a selector knob. It is equipped with a large window
(22 x 28 mm), providing the perfect compromise between a wide field of
vision, lightness and compactness.
(Powered by a CR 2032 lithium battery) – Guaranteed 3 years.

1

Multi-coat
Anti-reflection and antiscratch treatment.

2

Location of CR2032 battery

3

Vertical and
sideways reticule adjustment

3
6
5
4

4

Quick, easy assembly.

5

Self regulating brightness
sensor

6

Reticule brightness adjustment thumbwheels
(choice of 7)

8

7

7

Reticule selector
(choice of 4)

8

After adjustment on the target,
firmly tighten this screw to
avoid any ill-timed shifting of
the reticule.

MODEL
SIZE (mm)
WEIGHT (g)
WINDOW
MAGNIFICATION
RETICULE
AUTONOMY (hours)

OPTASIGHT
LONG : 80 - L. : 36 - H. : 55
112
22 X 28
1
60-80

scopes

The symbol of speed

OPTAPOINT

Optalens Optapoint
This illuminated dot scope provides 1x magnification, which is ideal for quick firing.The
brightness can be adjusted and the definition of the dot is always perfect (no edge iridescence).
The 33 mm diameter tube gives a vast field of vision.This model comes with an adjustable polarising filter, a lithium/manganese battery and a mount that is compatible with 16.5 mm wide rails.
The Optapoint is guaranteed for 1 year.

Red Point

OPTALENS

1-4 X 24

Ideal qualities for battue hunting
Optalens Model 1-4 x 24
Battue hunting requires the use of a scope having very specific optical qualities.The 1-4 x 24 scope (total length 263 mm), with its qualities of lightness and
maneuverability, is the perfect answer. It combines a wide field of vision with a reticule No. 4 for rapid firing
The care taken in its manufacture and the multi-coat treatment of the lens ensures
perfect brightness in even the most unfavourable conditions. Its one-piece alloy
body also makes it particularly robust.

reticule 4

OPTALENS

1-4 X 26 MRE

Perfect definition under all circumstances

reticules
Optalens Model 1-4 x 26 MRE
For firing quickly on the hop from a path, in scrub land or in foggy conditions, an
illuminated reticule is just the solution for a battue hunter.
The 1-4 x 26 scope offers a choice of 6 easily selectable reticules, simply by operating the
selector.The adjustable brightness guarantees perfect definition under all circumstances.
Particularly light, compact and genuinely strong, this scope is the ideal companion for all
your hunting trips.

MODEL
OPTAPOINT 1-4 X 24 1-4 X 26 MRE
MAGNIFICATION
1
1-4
1-4
TUBE (mm)
33
30
30
RETICULE
POINT
4
MIS
TWILIGHT FACTORS
4,9-9,8
5-10,2
EXIT PUPIL DIAMETER
24-5
26-6,5
FIELD OF VISION (in m at 100m)
28,5-8
25,4-8
LENGTH
119
253
250
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OPTALENS

1,5-6 X 42

The universal

MODEL
1,5-6 X 42 1,5-6 X 42 IS 3-9 X 40
MAGNIFICATION
1,5-6
1,5-6
3-9
TUBE (mm)
30
30
30
RETICULE
4
4 IS
14
TWILIGHT FACTORS
7,9-15,9
7,9-15,9
10,9-18,9
EXIT PUPIL DIAMETER
28-7
28-7
13,3-4,5
FIELD OF VISION (in m at 100m) 21,1-5,2
21,1-5,2
11,3-3,3
LENGTH
295
294
327

Optalens Model 1,5-6 x 42
A virtually universal scope, the 1.5-6 x 42 combines a short
length (only 298 mm), a large magnification range (1.5 to 6 times) and
a reticule 4. It thus constitutes a high performance, extremely versatile
scope. Like all Optalens scopes, its inside is filled with nitrogen to prevent fogging due to changing temperatures.

OPTALENS

1,5-6 X 42 IS

reticule 4

For use in any weather, under all circumstances

Optalens Model 1,5-6 x 42 IS
The disconnectable illuminated reticule of the of the 1.5-6 x 42 IS is
ideal for sighting the target when shooting in poor light (twilight) or where
the shot requires to be fired extremely quickly.The red dot at the center
of the very fine reticule No. 4, with its well defined edge, is combined with
a brightness adjustment system to avoid excessive pupil dilation.

reticule 4IS

OPTALENS

3-9 X 40

For hunting in the mountains

Optalens Model 3-9 x 40
The combination of a large magnification range (from 3 to 9 times)
and a lens diameter of 40 mm make this an ideal scope for use in the
mountains, and more generally in all cases where the key advantage is a
compromise between weight and magnification.The reticule No. 14 is really
perfect for long range shots.The little dot situated beneath the intersection
of the cross hairs allows the point of impact to be determined, and thus
compensates for the trajectory of the projectile.The very high quality
multi-coat treatment and the aperture diameter (which goes up to 13.3
mm) make this a very effective scope for selective shooting. It also ensures
perfect colour rendition.

reticule 14

3-12 X 56

scopes

OPTALENS

One of the best Stalking scopes
Optalens Model 3-12 x 56
Designed for still hunting, from a stand, the 3-12 x 56 scope
provides maximum visual comfort.The very high quality multi-coat
lens treatment makes this one of the very best scopes in the world
where colour transmission and restitution of form are concerned.
With twilight factors from 12.9 to 25.9, your scope remains perfectly
useable, even under conditions of very poor or low light.The reticule
No. 14 (with an additional dot beneath the intersection) is ideal.The
scope is assembled with meticulous care in a clean room and is filled
with nitrogen to avoid all risk of fogging or sensitivity to variations in
temperature.

reticule 14

OPTALENS

3-12 X 56 IS

A must in poor light conditions

Optalens Model 3-12 x 56 IS
Perfectly adapted to still hunting, this illuminated reticule
version of the 3-12 x 56 is at its best at twilight or in very bad
light.The very fine red dot, with its very well defined edge,
ensures unequalled efficiency. Its meticulous construction, its
one-piece alloy housing (of total length not exceeding 377 mm)
and silent fine adjustment screws make this an extremely
strong scope that is guaranteed for 30 years, like the whole of
the OPTALENS range.

reticule 30/30

MODEL
MAGNIFICATION
TUBE (mm)

3-12 X 56
3-12
30

3-12 X 56 IS
3-12
30

RETICULE
TWILIGHT FACTORS
EXIT PUPIL DIAMETER
FIELD OF VISION (in m at 100m)
LENGTH

14
12,9-25,9
18,7-4,7
9-2,3
361

4 IS
12,9-25,9
18,7-4,7
9-2,3
362

Each scope comes with a set of removable folding lens caps

Each Optalens scope comes in a
recyclable cardboard box.

Each Optalens scope comes with
protective lens caps
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OPTALENS INITIAL 3-7 X 20

OPTALENS IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK BY BROWNING

Optalens Initial 3-7 x 20
With its 3/4” body and its integrated 11 mm rail compatible
mounting, it is the perfect scope for an air gun or a .22 rifle.

A wide range of scopes at
an affordable price
reticule 30/30

OPTALENS INITIAL 4 X 32

Optalens Initial 4 x 32
The most widely used magnification for medium distance
shots (75 m). Attractive satin finish, 1" body.

reticule 30/30

OPTALENS INITIAL 6 X 40

Optalens Initial 6 x 40
The key feature is that the exit diameter is 40 mm, allowing
a higher twilight factor. Multi-coat anti-refection treatment and
nitrogen filled body.

reticule 30/30

scopes

OPTALENS INITIAL 3-9 X 40
Optalens Initial 3-9 x 40
A very wide magnification range (3 to 9 times),
the zoom is accurate, the thumbwheel perfectly adjusted. Reticule 30/30

reticule 30/30

OPTALENS INITIAL 3-9 X 50
Optalens Initial 3-9 x 50
An optical quality that will surprise you.The
image is clear, the anti-reflection treatment is perfect,
no reticule brightness, unbeatable value for money.

reticule 30/30

OPTALENS INITIAL 4-12 X 50
Optalens Initial 4-12 x 50
For all very long range shots. Optimal twilight
factor, reticule 30/30, multi-coat treatment of lenses,
nitrogen-filled body.

reticule 30/30
MODEL
MAGNIFICATION
TUBE (inch)
RETICULE
TWILIGHT FACTORS
LENS DIAMETER (mm)

3-7 X 20
3-7
3/4”
30/30
7,7-11,8
20

4 X 32
4
1”
30/30
11,3
32

6 X 40
6
1”
30/30
15,5
40

3-9 X 40
3-9
1”
30/30
10,9-19
40

3-9 X 50
3-9
1”
30/30
12,2-21,2
50

4-12 X 50
4-12
1”
30/30
14,1-24,5
50
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GAME & TARGET SHOOTING

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

GTS Cal. 12M “Elite”

GTS Cal. 12 Grade 1
This is the ideal model for sporting clays and for hunting.
Its back-bored barrel, its 10 mm rib and its ability to shoot any
type of cartridge (including steel shot) make it an incredibly efficient gun, without loss of comfort, for hunting waterfowl and
migrating birds.
The GTS also come in a 12 Magnum version. It has removable
butt swivel rings, its stock is made from a very attractive selected European walnut with an oil-rubbed finish.

GTS Cal. 12 Grade 1

G a m e & Ta r g e t

GTS Cal. 12M “Elite”
With its superb engraving, this version of the GTS gains in distinction and elegance.The engraving is based on the distinctive GTS design (of a duck gradually being transformed by "morphing" into a clay), further enhanced with 24 carat gold
and additional decorative engraving, and superb oil-rubbed European walnut.

New, removable butt swivel ring system supplied with each GTS
SPECIAL G.T.S.
MODEL
Standard
BARRELS
Calibre
12
Chamber
70 mm
Length
710 / 760 mm
Chokes
Invector Plus
Top Rib
ventilated 10 mm
STOCK (*)
pistol
Length
375 mm
Drop at comb
36 mm
Drop at heel
56 mm
FORE-END
tulip
TOTAL WEIGHT (*) 3,4 / 3,45 kg
FINISHING
Action frame
greyed
Wood
oil finished
(*) Average values

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester

SPECIAL G.T.S.
Standard

SPECIAL G.T.S.
Elite

12
70 mm
710 / 760 mm
Invector Plus
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3,4 / 3,45 kg

12 M
76 mm
710 / 760 mm
Invector Plus
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3,45 / 3,55 kg

greyed
oil finished

greyed
oil finished
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OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

ULTRA XT • XTR • XS • XSH

2

1
6
5

8

7

4

Strong and elegant, this aluminum carry case is ideal for transporting your gun in all situations, even by plane. Its four latches ensure faultless reliability.

Ta r g e t

THAT SOMETHING THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
ULTRA XS • XSH • XTR MIDAS
Removable Midas chokes, easily identified by
means of the colour codes applied by anodizing.
Removal and installation without need of a
wrench. Unequalled ballistic performance.

1Large sized bolt

1

Very large flat bolt. It bears on the under locking lug of the barrels with a
bearing surface of 36 mm2. Able to withstand forces several times those of
the Liege test bench. Unequalled durability.

2Positive, powerful ejection
Positive and powerful ejection ensured by a hammer mechanism.
This mechanism provides unequalled durability compared to spring-operated
ejectors which weaken over time.

Large sized bolt

3Back-Bored barrel
Back bored barrel (exclusive Browning patented design). Gives all demanding
shooters: - reduced recoil;
- increased shot velocity;
- improved shot pattern;
- increased penetration. (see page 33)

4European walnut

Discover: the new revolutionary
adjustable stock of the Ultra X.

Superb European walnut with an oil-rubbed finish.

3

5Highly durable hinge pin
One-piece hinge bolt. Forces are distributed over a bearing surface 3 times
greater than that of guns with trunnions.
Maximum resistance to wear.

6Sport engraving
Very attractive sport theme engraving on grey action frame.Very striking
gold edging.

New
adjustable cheek piece
Undo the single adjustable screw through the butt plate, move the
cheek piece to the desired position and retighten the screw.You are
now ready to fire.

7

7Single selective trigger
Single adjustable selective trigger. Supplied with 3 different triggers.
Quick and accurate, as its position can be adjusted to suit the size of your hand.

8Perfectly ergonomic
Asymmetric grip for perfect handling.

Single adjustable selective trigger
Supplied with 3 different triggers.
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ULTRA XT • XTR • XSH

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

Ultra XTR Midas Cal. 12

Ultra XT

Ultra XTR

Ultra XSH

Ta r g e t

CONCENTRATED TECHNOLOGY …
Ultra XTR Midas 12 gauge
This well known Trap model is now also available with keyless removable Midas chokes, giving it greater versatility
for the different trap disciplines (Olympic trap, Universal trap, double trap, etc.) and unequalled ballistic efficiency.

Midas(*) Chokes:
Easily replaced without need for a
wrench.They provide maximum ballistic
performance.
(*) Developed in conjunction with
Briley.

Ultra XT
The Ultra XT (T for Trap) version is a gun of undoubtable efficiency.
The adjustment range of its cheek piece allows it to be adapted to all angles
of clay.The semi-beavertail fore-end, the symmetrical grip and its extraordinary balance give it impeccable handling. Comes in an aluminum carry case.

Ultra XTR
This model is provided with a rubber cheek piece that is non-slip silky
smooth to the touch.This gun allows millimeter accuracy of aim with a level
of comfort never before achieved. It is intended above all for very intensive
use. Comes in an aluminum carry case.

Ultra XSH
Intended for trap shooters seeking maximum versatility between disciplines (trap – double trap and helice (ZZ bird), this Ultra XSH is equipped
with removable Midas chokes and has 74 or 76 cm barrels. Comes in an aluminum carry case.

ULTRA
ULTRA
ULTRA
XTR MIDAS
XT
XTR
MODEL
BARRELS
12
12
12
Calibre
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
Chamber
760 mm
760/810 mm
760/810 mm
Length
Midas
fixed
fixed
Chokes
vent. 13-10 mm
vent. 13-10 mm
vent. 13-10 mm
Bande sup.
Pistol adjustable
Pistol adjustable
Pistol adjustable
STOCK (*)
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
Length
28-38 mm
28-38 mm
28-38 mm
Drop at comb
32-42 mm
32-42 mm
32-42 mm
Drop at heel
semi-beavertail
semi-beavertail
semi-beavertail
FORE-END
3,5/3,6 kg
3,5/3,6 kg
3,5/3,6 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
grey & gold engraving grey & gold engraving grey & gold engraving
Action frame
oil finished
oil finished
oil finished
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES Set of 6 interchangeable Set of 6 interchangeable Set of 6 interchangeable
optical fibre foresights optical fibre foresights optical fibre foresights
Midas 3/4 Full factory
Adjustable rubber
installed
cheek piece
Midas 1/2 - Extra Full
and key supplied
Adjustable rubber
cheek piece
(*)

ULTRA
XSH
12
70 mm
740/760 mm
Midas
vent. 13-10 mm
Pistol adjustable
375 mm
28-38 mm
32-42 mm
tulip
3,55/3,6 kg
grey & gold engraving
oil finished
Set of 6 interchangeable
optical fibre foresights
Midas 1/4-3/4 factory
installed
Midas 1/2 - Full
and key supplied

Average values - supplied with Allen key for adjustment of stock

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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ULTRA XS

OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

Ultra XS Sporter

Ultra XS Sporter Midas Dura-Touch 12 gauge
The Ultra XS Sporter Midas already had all the characteristics required by sporting clay shooters. Browning has added a Dura
Touch finish to the stock and forearm in order to further improve
its handling and to protect the wooden elements against damp in
poor weather conditions.

ULTRA
XS Dura-Touch
MODEL(*)
BARRELS
12 M
Calibre
70 mm
Chamber
760 mm
Length
Midas
Chokes
vent. 13-10 mm
Top Rib
Pistol adjustable
STOCK (*)
375 mm
Length
28-38 mm
Drop at comb
48-58 mm
Drop at heel
tulip
FORE-END
3,5/3,6 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
grey & gold engraving
Action frame
DURA-TOUCH
Wood
coating
Sporter : Midas 1/4ACCESSORIES
3/4 factory installed
Midas 1/2 - Full and
key supplied

ULTRA
XS Sporting

ULTRA
XS Sporter

ULTRA
XS Sporter Ported

ULTRA
XS Sporter Cal 20

12
70 mm
710/760 mm
fixed
vent. 13-10 mm
Pistol adjustable
375 mm
28-38 mm
48-58 mm
tulip
3,5/3,55 kg

12
70 mm
710/760/810 mm
Midas
vent. 13-10 mm
Pistol adjustable
375 mm
28-38 mm
48-58 mm
tulip
3,55/3,6 kg

12
70 mm
710/760 mm
Midas
vent. 13-10 mm
Pistol adjustable
375 mm
28-38 mm
48-58 mm
tulip
3,55/3,6 kg

20
70 mm
710/760 mm
Invector+
vent. 10 mm
Pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3,15/3,2 kg

grey & gold engraving
oil finished

grey & gold engraving
oil finished

grey & gold engraving
oil finished

grey & gold engraving
oil finished

Sporter : Midas 1/4-3/4 factory installed
Midas 1/2 Full and key supplied

(*) Fixed chokes for Sporting. • Midas for XS Sporter, XS Sporter Ported and INV+ for XS Cal 20
(**) Average values - supplied with Allen key for adjustment of stock

Ultra XS Sporter Ported
With its ported barrels, this gun is the very best there is in
terms of efficiency, technology and comfort. By significantly
reducing recoil and muzzle flip during shooting, the gun allows a second shot to be fired more quickly and more accurately. Comes in an
aluminum carry case.

Ultra XS Sporter cal 20
Following the success of the Ultra XS 12, there has been the
introduction of a 20 gauge version of this popular gun. Equipped
with Invector Plus chokes, a 10 mm sighting rib and a magnificent
oil-rubbed wood finish, the Ultra XS 20 is the ideal gun for sports
shooters.

Ta r g e t

CONCENTRATED TECHNOLOGY …

Midas(*) Chokes:
Ultra XS Sporter
Sporting clays is an increasingly technical discipline with a very wide range of trajectories.A field course, a wood
course, with a majority of incoming and going away clays… It is therefore necessary to be able to alter the configuration
of the stock in a matter of seconds.
The XS Sporter version is equipped with Midas chokes and the Sporting version has fixed chokes. Comes in an aluminum
carry case.

Easily replaced without need for a wrench.
They provide maximum ballistic performance.
(*) Developed in conjunction with Briley.

Ultra XS Sporter Midas Dura-Touch Cal. 12

Ultra XS Sporter Ported

Ultra XS Sporter cal 20

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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OVER-AND-UNDER SHOTGUNS

ULTRA

Ultra Sporting/Sporter

Ultra Trap
This model aims above all to provide efficiency. Its finely polished 76
or 81 cm long barrels (30" or 32"), its streamlined, floating rib provide a particularly pleasing and accurate sighting line.The trigger can be adjusted to 3
positions.
(Also available, in left-handed version)

MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top Rib
STOCK*
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
FORE-END
TOTAL WEIGHT*
FINISHING
Action frame
Wood
(*)

Average values

ULTRA
Sporting

ULTRA
Sporter

ULTRA
Skeet

ULTRA
Trap

12
70 mm
710 - 760 mm
fixed
vent. 13-10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3,4 / 3,45 kg

12
70 mm
710 - 760 - 810 mm
Invector Plus
vent. 13-10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3,5 / 3,55 / 3,6 kg

12
70 mm
710 mm
Invector Plus
vent. 13-10 mm
pistol
375 mm
35,5 mm
55 mm
rounded
3,4 kg

12
70 mm
760 - 810 mm
fixed
vent. 13-10 mm
pistol
375 mm
33,5 mm
39 mm
semi-beavertail
3,5 / 3,6 kg

blued
oil finished

blued
oil finished

blued
oil finished

blued
oil finished

Ultra Skeet
The Skeet version of the Ultra has a rounded fore-end ensuring an
excellent grip, regardless of how it is held.The barrels are fitted with
Invector Plus chokes, and the stock is designed especially for this discipline.

Ta r g e t
Ultra Sporting/Sporter
In its Sporting (fixed chokes) or Sporter (with Invector Plus chokes) versions,
this gun is intended for sporting clay or Compact Sporting.The Sporter comes with
4 Invector Plus chokes.The fore-end is tulip shaped.
(Also available, in left-handed version)

Ultra Trap

Ultra Skeet

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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B425 Sporting Grade 1

B425 Trap
With its 10 mm rib, its 76 or 81 cm barrels and its ideal
balance, this gun provides excellent performance. Stock and half
beavertail fore-end of European walnut. (Also available, in lefthanded version) • (Dura-Touch version available)

B425 Trap

B425 Sporter Prestige 20 gauge
The sporting clays version has a tulip shaped fore-end.The
trigger can be adjusted to 3 positions.This Prestige version, with
its engraving and walnut wood selected according to very strict
criteria, is truly superb to see. It comes in an Opaline carry case.

B425 Sporter 20 gauge
A gun that combines the pleasure of sporting clays with
that of a 20 gauge shotgun..

B425 Sporter Prestige 20 gauge

B425 Sporter 20 gauge

Ta r g e t
B425 Sporting Grade 1
Typically, the Sporting Grade 1 version of the B425 gets straight to the point : to provide the services of a powerful, reliable and enjoyable
sports gun.The Sporting is equipped with a 10 mm sighting rib and an adjustable trigger.The action frame is finely engraved with decorative motifs
and has a surface finish that allows it to be used in the most severe weather conditions without affecting its durability. Its European walnut stock and
fore-end have an oil-rubbed finish.
(Also available, in left-handed version)

B425 Sporter available in the following 3 grades

Ultimate engraving

MODEL
BARRELS
Calibre
Chamber
Length
Chokes

B425
Sporting

B425
Sporting

B425
Sporting

Prestige engraving

B425
Sporter

B425
Sporter

B425
Sporter

B425
Sporting

Elite engraving

B425
Sporting

B425
Sporter

B425
Sporter

12
12
12
12
12
12
20 M
20 M
20 M
20 M
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
70 mm
76 mm
76 mm
76 mm
76 mm
710 mm
760 mm
810 mm
710 mm
760 mm
810 mm
710 mm
760 mm
710 mm
760 mm
1/4-3/4 or
1/4-3/4 or
1/4-3/4
INVECTOR INVECTOR INVECTOR
1/4-3/4
1/4-3/4
INVECTOR INVECTOR
1/2-1/1
1/2-1/1
vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm
Top Rib
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
pistol
STOCK (*)
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
Length
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
36 mm
Drop at comb
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
56 mm
Drop at heel
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
tulip
FORE-END
3,45 kg
3,5 kg
3,45 kg
3,5 kg
3,55 kg
3,1 kg
3,15 kg
3,15 kg
3,2 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*) 3,4 kg
FINISHING
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
greyed
Action frame
oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished oil finished
Wood
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
ACCESSORIES
available in leftOPTIONS
handed version
(1) Sporter : INVECTOR 1/4-3/4 mounted, 1/2 supplied
(*) Average values

B425
TRAP

B425
TRAP

12
70 mm
760 mm
3/4-1/1

12
70 mm
810 mm
3/4-1/1

vent. 10 mm vent. 10 mm
pistol
pistol
375 mm
375 mm
33,5 mm
33,5 mm
39 mm
39 mm
semi-beavertail semi-beavertail
3,5 kg
3,55 kg
greyed
oil finished

greyed
oil finished

available in left- Dura-Touch
handed version

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

GOLD SPORTING CLAYS

Gold Sporting Clays

“Back Bored technology”
invented by Browning,
… never equaled (p. 33)

This latest generation gun has benefited from modifications that significantly improve its performance : a stock with a more pronounced cheek
piece having a wider top edge for increased comfort under intensive use.The
gun comes in a new aluminum carry case with 4 latches.

Gold Sporting Clays Dura-Touch
Based on the Gold Sporting Clays, this Dura-Touch model will delight
you with its original look.The synthetic stock and forearm are covered with
a brand new finish that alternates between shades of green and blue, depending on the angle from which it is viewed.The exclusive Dura-Touch treatment
also ensures excellent handling and is very comfortable and efficient in bad
weather.

A brand new line for the stock: the more marked
cheek piece and asymmetric pistol grip guarantee
a gun of unmatched ergonomic quality.

GOLD
GOLD
Sporting Clays
Sporting Clays Dura-Touch
MODEL
BARRELS
12
12
Calibre
70 mm
70 mm
Chamber
710-760 mm
710-760 mm
Length
Invector Plus
Invector Plus
Chokes
ventilated 8 mm
ventilated 8 mm
Ribs
STOCK (*)
365 mm
365 mm
Length
41 mm
41 mm
Drop at comb
46 mm
46 mm
Drop at heel
MAGAZINE
Tubular chrome plated Tubular chrome plated
Type
4
4
Capacity without reducer
(cart.70 mm)
2
2
Capacity with reducer
3,35 kg / 3,4 kg
3,35 kg / 3,4 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
FINISHING
anodized, black varnish anodized, black varnish
Action frame
walnut, oil finished
green head
Wood
Barrels “Ported”
SPECIAL FEATURES
*) Average values

Invector Plus
Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester

Strong and elegant, this aluminum carry case is ideal for all transporting your gun in all situations, even by plane. Its four latches
ensure faultless reliability.

Ta r g e t

BUCK MARK RIFLE • SA .22 • BL .22

.22 RIFLE
MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight

Buck Mark Rifle
This is without doubt one of our very favourite Browning
products.With its exceptional, highly accurate and reliable design,
this gun provides a vast range of possibilities of use.

Buck Mark Classic Target Rifle
This is the latest addition to the Buck Mark Rifle range. It has
been designed to give the shooter the maximum possible accuracy
through the use of a heavy large diameter Match type barrel.The
laminated wooden stock and forearm give it a special and highly distinctive look.

Frontsight
STOCK (*)
Length
Grip
Material
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
TRIGGER
Trigger pull
MAGAZINE
Type
Capacity without reducer
Capacity with reducer
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
TOTAL LENGTH
FINITION
Receiver
Wood
SPECIAL FEATURES

SEMI-AUTO .22
Grade 1

BL .22

Buck Mark
Rifle

490 mm
.22 S or .22 LR
folding, adjustable
in elevation
transversal
pistol
345 mm

500 mm
.22 LR
folding, adjustable
in elevation
bead on base plate
straight
343 mm

500 mm
.22
adjustable

Buck Mark
Classic Target Rifle
Match
500 mm
.22
-

fibre optic

-

30 mm
67 mm

41 mm
57 mm

476 mm
ergonomic plates
wood
22 mm
38 mm

476 mm
ergonomic plates
laminated wood
22 mm
38 mm

1,15 à 2,25 Kg

1,15 à 2,25 Kg

10 cartridges

10 cartridges

2 kg
850 mm

2 kg
850 mm

polished finish

polished finish

tubular (stock)
11 LR ou 15 S
9
2,3 Kg

tubular
15 LR, 17 L, 22 S
see legislation
2,27 Kg

blued
gloss varnish

blued
gloss varnish

sanded, blued
sanded, blued
Integral mounting rail Integral mounting rail
Custom version

OPTIONS
(*) Average values

BL .22
This gun, with its undeniable "Wild West" charm features a very
short travel lever (33°), external hammer and magazine tube. It also
allows the possibility of mixing all types of cartridge (long, long-rifle,
short) without risk of jamming.

Semi-auto .22
This much copied, never equalled rifle has been continually produced since 1924 and has something for everyone:
operation in "blow-back" mode (unlocked breech operated by gas)
• automatic ejection, cocking and loading
• loading through the stock (the magazine tube is pulled to the rear and the cartridges are dropped one at a time into an
opening in the stock)
• bottom ejection
• barrel take-down with wear adjustment
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PRO 9

HAND GUNS

Pro 9
The Pro 9 handgun is the result of lengthy research aimed at developing a gun
that precisely meets the needs of the market.This classic double action handgun
(double action for first shot, single action for the others), which was jointly developed
by FN Herstal and Browning, is not only a highly reliable gun but also a unique solution in terms of ergonomics, safety and modularity.
The expertise of FN Herstal and Browning in handgun design and the care taken in
developing the Pro 9 have already made it a " Standard " of reliability, like its predecessor the celebrated HP.
This gun incorporates highly sophisticated technological solutions:
The steel slide sits on a steel mechanical cradle, which is itself housed in a receiver
made of synthetic material, thus combining strength, weight and balance.
The firing mechanism is housed in an easily replaceable "firing box", for ease of servicing, both for yourself and your gunsmith.
A medium-sized handgun, the handle can be adapted to suit the hand of each user
Safety has not been ignored.The Pro 9 handgun is equipped with the most modern
systems:
• Firing pin safety to avoid the gun accidentally firing without first pulling the trigger.
• A safety lever to make the gun safe and to deactivate the hammer with or without
a cartridge in the chamber.
Finally, it is fitted with a rail which is able to receive an extensive range of accessories, such as flash lights, laser designators, etc.

MODEL
BARREL
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight
GRIP
Type
Material
TRIGGER
Trigger pull (*)
MAGAZINE
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
TOTAL LENGTH (*)
FINISHING
SPECIAL FEATURES

(*)

PRO 9
(DA/SA)*
101,6 mm
9 mm LUGER
fixed
fixed
dovetail notch
ergonomic
Hi-Impact Nylon
DA: 4,6 kg / SA: 1,7 kg
15
710 g magazine empty
180 mm
Meconite /
Tenifer (slide)
Reversible catch/
Firing pin safety
Integrated Picatinny rail

DA/SA = double action for the first shot,
single action for the others

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester
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HAND GUNS

GP • BDA
GP MK III S

The HP MK III S combines all the qualities of the original HP with an
ambidextrous safety and a weight (910 g) that makes it a safer and more accurate
gun to handle. It is also fitted with Pachmayr grips for improved handling.A handsome gun with its blued and chrome finishes.

GP Vigilante adjustable
The latest standard version of the
HP handgun incorporating new low profile
sights.

MODEL
BARREL
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight

GRIP
Type
Material
TRIGGER
Trigger pull (*)
MAGAZINE
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
TOTAL LENGTH (*)
FINISHING
SPECIAL FEATURES
ACCESSORIES

OPTIONS

GP
MK III S

GP
Practical

GP
Silver Chrome

GP Vigilante
Adjustable

BDA

119 mm
9 mm Luger
dovetail sight
notch
MH III
dovetail notch

119 mm
9 mm Luger
adjustable height and
direction or fixed
specific Sport
dovetail notch

119 mm
9 mm Luger
adjustable height
and direction
specific Sport
dovetail notch

119 mm
9 mm Luger
adjustable height
and direction
specific Sport
dovetail notch

118,5 mm
9 mm Luger
dovetail sight
notch

ergonomic plates ergono. checkered ergono. checkered ergono. checkered ergonomic plates
plastic
plastic
rubber
rubber
wood
3,2 to 4,5 Kg

(2)
(*)

3,2 to 4,5 Kg

13 cartridges
13 cartridges
0,91 Kg
0,98 Kg
200 mm
200 mm
sanded, phos- phosphated black
phated, varnished varnished sanded
(1)
(1)
Additional magazine. Cleaning rod.
Transport case
Custom Shop. Additional sights MKIII
with luminescent spot «Meprolight»
Martingale ring

(1)

dovetail notch

3 position flat spanner
Allen wrench Ø 1.5 mm

3,2 to 4,5 Kg

3,2 to 4,5 Kg

1,7 à 2,7/4,5 to 5,5 Kg

13 cartridges
0,98 Kg
200 mm
sanded
chrome plate
Magazine with
shock absorber

13 cartridges
0,93 Kg
200 mm
polished
chrome plated
(1)

14 cartridges
0,875 Kg
200 mm
phosphated
varnished
(2)

Additional magazine
Cleaning rod.
Transport case
Custom Shop. Additional sights MKIII
with luminescent spot «Meprolight»
calibre 9 X 21
3 position flat spanner 3 position flat spanner
Allen wrench Ø 1.5 mm Allen wrench Ø 1.5 mm

Manual and ambidextrous safety, with lever blocking sear and slide.
Magazine and firing pin automatic safeties. Magazine with visualisation holes and ejection spring
Automatic firing pin safety – Ambidextrous hammer lowering lever. Magazine with visualisation holes and ejection
spring. Removable martingale ring. Exposed hammer.
Average values

GP Practical adjustable
The GP Practical has been developed to meet the
stringent demands of "Practical Shooting". It includes numerous
improvements, such as :
• Adjustable, low profile sights
• Particularly crisp trigger pull
• Ultra precise handling through the use of Pachmayr
chequered rubber grips
• Hammer redesigned to avoid getting caught when drawing
• Increased weight and improved stability
• Ambidextrous (left/right) with retained magazine safety
• Larger magazine entry in the frame
• Ejectable magazine equipped with Pachmayr rubber buffer
• Particularly corrosion resistant finishes

Browning BDA
The new BDA is an extremely reliable gun which is very robust and
provides maximum safety. It incorporates the results of decades of experience gained with the famous HP pistol and includes numerous innovations,
both in terms of the materials used and the design of certain parts.
The BDA offers the following features :
• Greater strength of parts
• Lower weight and increased compactness
• Improved extraction, ejection and feeding
• Automatic firing pin safety
• Fixed sights
• Reversible magazine stop
• New magazine
• Better grip.

GP Silver Chrome
The GP also exists in a Silver Chrome
version, equipped with an adjustable backsight
that can be adjusted for both windage and elevation and a sport foresight with a rounded base.
It is also fitted with Pachmayr grips to provide
improved handling.A handsome gun with its
blued and chrome finishes.
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.22 HAND GUNS

BUCK MARK

Buck Mark Standard
A cut above the rest, this is Browning's version of a basic pistol. It can easily compete with the best .22 calibre target shooting
guns. Hundreds of HMSA winners are there to prove it. Its features
include a thumb-operated magazine release, a 10-shot magazine, a bull
barrel and "Pro-Target" sight.

Buck Mark Standard
Nickel

Buck Mark Bullseye
According to the old adage, it's the shooter that
counts, not the gun. But the shooter also knows that he
wouldn't have been able to win without his gun. It is for this
reason that many sports shooters have chosen the Browning
Buck Mark Bullseye. Its accuracy and reliability make it the
perfect choice for Compton shooting. It is very well balanced, and is available with a rosewood or a rubber grip.

Buck Mark Target 5.5 blued finish
Identical to the Buck Mark Target 5.5 Gold, but with
the original Target blued finish.

Black rubber and bronzed steel combine to
make this a particularly tough-looking pistol.The nickel plating on the slide and barrel provide increased protection.The grips
provide sure handling.An extremely reliable
and accurate pistol.

Buck Mark Plus
MODEL
BARREL
Length
Calibre
Rearsight
Frontsight
GRIP
Type
Material
TRIGGER
Trigger pull (*)
MAGAZINE
Capacity
TOTAL WEIGHT (*)
TOTAL LENGTH (*)
FINISHING

BUCK MARK
Standard

BUCK MARK
Standard Nickel

BUCK MARK
Plus

BUCK MARK
Plus Nickel

BUCK MARK
Bullseye

BUCK MARK
Target 5,5

140 mm
.22 LR
adjustable
fixed

140 mm
.22 LR
adjustable
fixed

140 mm
.22 LR
adjustable
fixed

140 mm
.22 LR
adjustable
fixed

184 mm
.22 LR
adjustable
fixed

140 mm
.22 LR
adjustable
adjustable

ergonomic plates
Plastic

ergonomic plates
Plastic

ergonomic plates
laminated wood

ergonomic plates
laminated wood

ergonomic plates
wood

ergonomic plates
walnut

1,15 to 2,25 Kg

1,15 à 2,25 Kg

1,15 to 2,25 Kg

1,15 to 2,25 Kg

1,15 to 2,25 Kg

1,15 to 2,25 Kg

10 cartridges
1 Kg
241 mm
polished, sanded,
blued

10 cartridges
1 Kg
241 mm
polished, sanded,
Ni

10 cartridges
1 Kg
241 mm
polished, sanded,
blued

10 cartridges
1 Kg
241 mm
polished, sanded,
Ni

10 cartridges
1 Kg
287 mm
polished, sanded,
blued

10 cartridges
1 Kg
245 mm
polished, sanded,
blued
Ribs ability to fix
scope

Supplied with
Allen key

Supplied with
Allen key

Supplied with
Allen key

Supplied with
Allen key

Supplied with
Allen key

Allen key to adjust
trigger pull

SPECIAL FEATURES

ACCESSORIES

OPTIONS
(*) Average values

The Buck Mark Plus has exactly the
same features as the standard model, with
the addition of laminated wooden pistol
grips make for a naturally warm feeling of
warmth and great looks.

Micro Buck Mark Plus Nickel
Nickel-plated finish on the 102mm barrel and the slide.
The nickel-plating is highly abrasion and weather resistant, making
it ideal for use in the field.The laminated wood pistol grips, which
are shaped to suit the hand, combine the pleasant, comfortable
feel of natural wood with a toughness equal to that of composite
materials.

Ergonomic grip

Browning recommends the use of ammunition by Browning and Winchester

Ta r g e t

THE MASTERY OF AIR

VECTIS
Vectis

Cold-hammered barrel

Comfortable to use, even under intensive
conditions.
All 4 rifles are provided with a rubber butt plate.
Great looks and handling thanks to the chequered
stocks.

Vectis 026

With 11 right-hand bore grooves the height of
precision.

Vectis 032
MODEL
BARRELS
Length
Calibre
Rearsight

Double-action lever
(50% spring compression forward,
50% back), that greatly simplifies
cocking and requires less effort. 14
click non-return system.

Adjustable vernier rearsite

STOCK (*)
Finish
Checkering
TOTAL LENGTH
TOTAL WEIGHT
RECEIVER
SAFETY
V0(*) SPEED

Vectis 026
breaking
47 cm
4,5 mm
micrometric

Vectis 032
breaking
47 cm
4,5 mm
micrometric

beech
polished satin
yes
111 cm
3,15 kg
rail 11 mm
non automatic
270 m/s

beech
polished satin
yes
114 cm
3,4 kg
rail 11 mm
automatic
312 m/s

Vectis 220
fixed
46 cm
4,5 mm
micrometric
rising with
a rounded tail
beech
polished satin
yes
115,5 cm
4,22 kg
rail 11 mm
automatic
280 m/s

(*) according to local legislation

Allowing adjustment of windage and elevation:
Brownings’ hallmark attention to detail

Accurate, durable locking
of our break-open barrels thanks to a ball
type design. Perfectly airtight. (Vectis 026,
Vectis 026,Vectis 032)

Vectis 220

Double interleaved spring compression system.
This unique design consists in having not one, but two springs in compression.With a
coil pitch two times greater than that of the standard springs used by our competitors,
our two springs are subject to less stress, slackening by less than 25%.
They thus provide durable power that does not tail off with use.
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outdoor

HUNTING CLOTHES
Hydro-Fleece™ caps

41
IN

• Hydro-Fleece™ fabric with
Gore-Tex® inserts
• Adjustable Velcro® headband
• One size fits all
Mossy Oak Breakup
30892504

Hydro-Fleece™ gloves with Cordura®
• Lightweight, Gore-Tex® lined gloves
• Hydro-Fleece™ with Cordura®
Mossy Oak® Break-Up™
30789404•• (S-XL)

Parka 4-in-1 Hydro-Fleece™ with Cordura®
• PARKA Hydro-Fleece™, waterproof, windproof, breathing.
Gore-Tex® membrane
• Detachable, insulated hood is height adjustable
• 2 zippered bellows pockets and 1 inside security pocket
• Rear storage pocket with zippered opening
• Underarm gusset and articulated elbows for full mobility
• Velcro®-adjustable Lycra cuffs
• Silent zip fastener, directly securable with a full-height flap.
• Reversible fleece: camouflage coloured on one side, green on the other.
• Thermolite® insulation
• Sizes: S-XXXL
Mossy Oak Breakup
30357004••

Insulated Bib
• Hydro-Fleece fabric
• DuPont Thermolite® insulation
• Tekna-Fleece lining
• 2 handwarmer pockets
• Heavy-duty, full-length front zipper
• Full-length leg zippers
• Sizes: S-XXXL
Mossy Oak Break-Up™
30657604•• (S-XXXL)

Outdoor

HUNTING CLOTHES
Hydro-fleece Cord
Non Insulated
Camo
30257804••
(S-XXXL)

Hydro-Fleece™ Parka
• Hydro-Fleece fabric is waterproof,
windproof & breathable utilizing
Gore-Tex® laminate
• Detachable insulated hood
• Tekna-Fleece lining
• 2 lower slash pockets and 1 inside
security pocket
• Full-length YKK zipper with flap
• Velcro® adjustable Lycra cuffs
• Thermolite insulation
• Drawcord waist
• Sizes: S-XXXL

Green
30257840••
(S-XXL)
Loden Green
30353540X• (S-XXXL)

Socks

Ties

Brume two-colour green
R3508G•• (40-46)
Brume green
R8021PA•• (40-46)

100% Silk
Made in Italy
Cocktail Blue Jacquard
30948244
Cocktail Green Line
30948239
Cocktail Blue Line
30948245

Scarves
100% Silk
Made in Italy
Champs Red/Blue
30948050
Champs Yellow/Blue
30948069
Champs Grey/Green
30948092
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SHOOTING CLOTHES
Masters Shooting Vests

Mens Deluxe Shooting Vest

• Tailored and engineered for complete
freedom of movement with ultimate
functionality
• A large water resistant leather patch
for easy mounting
• With Reactar™ pad pocket so you
can add a Reactar™ pad for maximum recoil protection and comfort
when shooting
• Integral vest expander for additional
size flexibility
• Large shell pockets
• Available in black, red and green
• Sizes: S-XXXL (Left or Right Hand)

• Twill full-length shooting patch
• Mesh body for ventilation
• Two-way front zipper
• 4 large front shell pockets
• Bartacs at all stress points
• Side tab adjustments
• Large back pocket for empties or
other gear
• Built-in REACTAR™ pad system
• Right-hand or Left-hand

Black
71100•• (S-XXXL) right-handed
71101•• (S-XXXL) left-handed

Black /red
30500290•• right-handed
30500390•• left-handed
Loden/Beige
30500240•• right-handed
30500340•• left-handed
(M-XXL)

ReactarTM
• This is a system developed by
Browning to reduce the effects of
repeated recoil by nearly 30%.

Green
71300•• right-handed
71301•• left-handed
(S-XXXL)

0050

Ladies Classic Shooting Vest

Leather shooting gloves

Cabretta
30700531••
(S-XXXL)
Cabretta Black
30700590••
(S-XXL)

Loden/Beige
30509840•• right-handed
(S-XL)

Outdoor

SHOOTING CLOTHES
Polo Europique

Caps

• 100% cotton

• Adjustable
• One size
• 100% cotton Twill

Black
30126590••

Spandex
3084761

Navy
30126545••
Green
30126539••
(M-XXL)

Red
30126550••

Two-tone
3084631

Blaze Orange
3084051

White
30126570••
Camo Logo
3084790401

T-Shirts

Twill Prim Brim
308480901

Logo caps

Twill Prim Brim
308480401

100% cotton Twill
Dust’em
30134992••
Green/Gold
3084721

Black/Gold
3084521

Twill caps with 3-D Buckmark
Brushed Twill Caps with 3-D Buckmark
100% Cotton Twill

White T-shirt with U.S . flag
• 100% cotton heavyweight fabric
• Available in short sleeve (S/S) and
long sleeve (L/S) versions
• Sizes: M-XL
Billboard White Flag L/S
30131470••
Billboard White Flag S/S
30131570••

Billboard
Surplus/Fir
30137039••
Black/Gold
3084511
Black/Red
3084401
Billboard
Camo/Cactus
30137042••

Green/Gold
3084411
White Medallion
30134270••
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ACCESSORIES
Midas Cal 12

Hi-Viz Comp Sights

Choke Key

The Browning HI-VIZ® Comp-Sight has a metal base that threads directly into the
bead-hole of your shotgun for a more permanent sight picture
• Interchangeable light pipes allow the shooter to match light pipe diameter and color
to the shooting conditions
• The new HI-VIZ® Comp-Sight permits proper "barrel-management", enabling the
shooter to know exactly where the barrel is in relation to the target.
12850
M2000 Sight (B425 - B525 - Fusion - Auto5) - 12820
M3000 Sight (Gold Sporting Clays) - 12830
M4000 Sight (Ultra - Ultra X) - 12840

Invector
CHOKE KEY
T wrench 12
T wrench 12+
T wrench 28
T wrench . 410
Wrench 20 & 20+

Choke Tube Case

5201100
5120001
1130016
1130017
62200T

481610

Calibre 20 Plus
F (1/1)
M (1/2)
IC (1/4)
Sk.
Cyl.

5221011
5221012
5221013
5221014
5221015

Calibre 28
F (1/1)
M (1/2)
IC (1/4)
Sk.
Cyl.

1130256
1130276
5221113
1130296
5221115

Calibre 410
F (1/1)
IC (1/4)
Sk.

1130257
1130287
1130297

INVECTOR CHOKE

Extra Long 5 cm Invector+ Cal 12

Invector Cal 12

Invector Cal 20

Extra Long 10 cm Invector+ Cal 12
Invector+ Cal 12
Invector Cal 28

Invector Cal 410

Calibre 10
X-Full Turkey
F (1/1)
M (1/2)
IC (1/4)

5920700
59201
59203
59204

Calibre 12
X-Full
F (1/1)
IM (3/4)
M (1/2)
IC (1/4)
Sk.
Cyl.

5120700
5120100
5120200
5120300
5120400
5120500
5120600

Calibre 12 Plus
Full Long. 10cm (1/1)
Full Long. 5cm (1/1)
Full Long. 5cm (3/4)
X-Full
F (1/1)
IM (3/4)
M (1/2)
IC (1/4)
Sk.
Cyl.

16656
16650
16651
6120700
6120100
6120200
6120300
6120400
6120500
6120600

Calibre 20
F (1/1)
IM (3/4)
M (1/2)
IC (1/4)
Sk.
Cyl.

5220100
5220200
5220300
5220400
5220500
5220600

MIDAS
Calibre 12 Plus
Extra Full Trap
Full (1/1)
IM (3/4)
M (1/2)
LM (1/2 improved)
IC (1/4)
Skeet
Cyl.
Spreader (dispersant)

1130123
1130153
1130163
1130173
1130133
1130183
1130193
1130113
1130103

Outdoor

ACCESSORIES
Passive Ear Protection

Electronic Ear Protection

The passive Pro-tection offers many of the same
design characteristics
• Noise attenuation is approximately 24 dB
• They may be comfortably worn with glasses, are
lightweight and feature padded seals and a cushioned headband

• The electronic model features a low frequency
“lift”, which enables the shooter to hear more
bass detail whilst at the same time the treble
response is gently rolled off, eliminating distracting and unwanted high-pitch sounds
• When shooting, sound below the 75 dB safe
level is heard normally
• As the gun is fired, this threshold is exceeded
and the sound output is cut
to zero but quickly returns
back to normal.
With charger 220-230 V:
Black EM15

Deluxe
Black EM30

Black EM20

1
Toe Rest
• You can use this accessory to let
the barrels of your gun lie on
the top of your shoes.

2

TRI

Featherlight Shooting Glasses
Browning Special Care Products
Polarlight
12711

Featherlight
12708
• Crystal clear, polycarbonate lenses with
tint combinations: bronze, vermillon,
orange, transparent
• Non-slip nose and ear
• Removable centre piece preventing fogging
• Maximum eye protection

Our gas-free pump-action system and the adherence of our low volatility
oils, make the LEGIA SPRAY 25% more efficient than traditional gun oils.
1. LEGIA SPRAY (Red) : cleaning oil for barrels and receivers : excellent
for maintenance and protection.
2. STOCK PROTECTION (Green) : the ideal product for protecting and
maintaining precious woods. Nourishes and increases the impermeability
of all "oil rubbed" finishes.
3. LONGLIFE (Grey) : Low volatility oil.The oil film remains on the gun
longer, making it the ideal product for use in extreme conditions (salty,
damp, etc.)
4. COMBINATION PLUS : New generation (synthetic base) ceramicenriched oil (very high lubrication). Extreme temperature resistance (30°C to +150°C).Very good early rust dissolving properties (contains
anti-corrosion and oxidation additives). Principally for use on internal
and friction parts.

1. Legia standard 200ml 579302 • 750ml 625117
2. Stockcare 200ml 579303
3. Longlife 200ml 579304
4. Combination Plus 200ml 579290

3
4
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LITES - KNIVES
Thunder Bug™

Hawk Skinner Stag

• The Thunder Bug incorporates all the features of the original Lightning Bug with
the addition of a large 2,5 cm diameter modified spot reflector module.
• A handy clip lets you attach it to your belt, shirt pocket, fishing vest or even the
peak of your hat.
• A flexible lens head allows you to set the light beam at any vertical angle for an
unbeatable hands-free portable light source.
• Both lights are constructed of rugged Xenox resin to resist breakage, even
when extremely cold.
• Operated by two "AA" batteries.Available in non-glare
Black.

BR2608CE

8099126

Hawk Skinner Wood
Ballistic lites
14 mm Micro Ballistic Lite™
A convenient clip allows the 14mm Micro to attach
to your pocket or backpack
• Comes with batteries
• Available in Black
• Waterpoof 120 m.

BR2608

Micro 809986

Hawk Hunter Wood

Ballistic lites
14 mm Ballistic Lite™
The compact light source built to go anywhere
• The 30 H Xenon lamp provides 5 times longer life
than standard bulbs and makes replacement easy
• A lanyard frees your hands for emergencies and
guards against loss
• Available in black
• Waterpoof 120 m.
Ballistic 801926

Ballistic lites
25 mm Ballistic Lite™
• The 25mm's high-tech Xenon Lamp is 400% brighter and lasts
400% longer than ordinary standard bulb.
• A belt spring clip, stainless steel split ring and lanyard allow you
to carry the 25mm-hands free
• Available in black.Waterpoof 500 m.
Ballistic 801936

BR2608W

Outdoor

KNIVES

Dague Hallali
6801900

Dague Solitaire
6811900

Red Deer

Red Deer

Extreme F.D.T.

BR5003CF

BR5004CF

322691
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KNIVES
Featherweight

Signature

These knives weigh as little as some
sheaths, yet they are designed for hard
work.Their AUS-8A (440C-type) stainless steel blades take an edge better
and hold it longer than others. Impactresistant Zytel® frames with laminated
wood inserts combine light weight,
durability and attractiveness.

817

• Signature knives exhibit Browning’s signature colours in a top quality
knife.All the Signature knives have a AUS-8A (440C-type) stainless
steel blade that resists rust, holds a sharp edge and resharpens easily.
Every model has an upfront lock, release for one-handed closing.
• A lightweight Zytel® frame gives them stenght and durability
• A textured surface provides a positive grip
• The 726 and 708 feature one-hand operation that is reversible for
either right-or left-hand use
• They also have half-serrated blades for tough cutting jobs.

707

708

825

836
709
828

726

Kodiak F.D.T.™
• Kodiak F.D.T.s (Field Dressing Tool) are multi-bladed knives that are ideal for dressing big game in the field
• Each blade is made from AUS-8A (440C-type) stainless steel.All blades lock in place for stability and security
• Impact-resistant Zytel® handles feature checkered rubber inlays
• Unlike most pocket saws, the Kodiak’s blade is designed to cut on the push stroke as well as the pull
• The unique push/pull hide-cutter blade can be used as a standard blade when pushed under the hide or pulled as a hidesplitter.

600
645

608
620
630

Outdoor

KNIVES
Swivel-Lok Hunter

Take-Down Saw

This is a versatile field dressing knife that can be
used as a traditional hunting knife or as a T-handle
guthook to give you a better grip when cutting
through heavy hides.You also have the option of
skinning from either position.The 10 cm skinning
blade with guthook is made from AUS-BA (440Ctype) steel and locks in both positions.The Zytel®
handle with rubber inlays is durable, lightweight
and provides a sure grip. Sheath included.

• The Take-Down Saw quickly goes from its packable stowed position to a 40 cm
bow saw for the biggest chores
• The saw is available with a wood cutting blade or with both wood and bone
saw blades and weighs less than a pound
• It’s especially suited for quartering big game, cutting green limbs when setting up
your tree stand
• The self-cleaning blades are quickly replaceable
322910 - (38 cm)
322911 - (45 cm)

614

Model
KODIAK mod.600
KODIAK mod.608
KODIAK mod.620
KODIAK mod.630
KODIAK mod.645 Camo
FEATHERWEIGHT mod.817
FEATHERWEIGHT mod.825
FEATHERWEIGHT mod.828
FEATHERWEIGHT mod.836
SIGNATURE mod.707
SIGNATURE mod.708
SIGNATURE mod.709
SIGNATURE mod.726
DAGUE HALLALI
DAGUE SOLITAIRE
SWIVEL-LOCK HUNTER
HAWK SKINNER WOOD
HAWK SKINNER STAG
HAWK HUNTER WOOD
EXTREME F.D.T.
RED DEER
RED DEER

Steel
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
AUS-8A STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS
440 STAINLESS

Handle
Zytel+rubber
Zytel+rubber
Zytel+rubber
Zytel+rubber
Zytel+rubber
Zytel+laminated
Zytel+laminated
Zytel+laminated
Zytel+laminated
Zytel
Zytel
Zytel
Zytel
Stag Horn
Stag Horn
Zytel+rubber
Wood
Stag Horn
Wood
Teflon
Stag Horn
Stag Horn

Blade length
8.9 cm
8.9 cm
7.6 cm
7.6 cm
8.9 cm
9,5 cm
7.6 cm
8.25 cm
7.6 cm
10.15 cm
10.15 cm
8.9 cm
7.6 cm
23 cm
23 cm
8.6 cm
11 cm
11 cm
11.5 cm
9 cm
9 cm
9 cm

Blades
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2 + clip
3
4

Ref.
1018600
1018608
1018620
1018630
1018645
1018817
1018825
1018828
1018836
1018707
1018708
1018709
1018726
6801900
6811900
1018614
BR2608
BR2608CE
BR2608W
322691
BR5003CF
BR5004CF

Camp tool
Camping kit including a knife, a fork, a spoon, a tin opener and a bottle opener.All
in stainless steel.
322425
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CASES
Dura-Wax Series case

Travelling case

Very resistant to abrasion and scuffing,
Browning Dura-Wax will also protect your
gun against bad weather and knocks. Gun
positioning blocks hold your gun securely in
place.
For 76 cm shotguns barrel length 1215DW
(green)
For 81 cm shotguns barrel length 1515DW
(green)

When travelling, a gun case must be able to
stand up to large variations in temperature and
humidity.That is why our Travel Vaults provide a
perfect seal, so much so that a purge valve is
provided to allow you to equalise internal pressure before opening.
1. A special inset O-ring completely seals out
water, humidity, dirt and sand to totally protect your guns and equipment.
2. Because Travel Vaults seal 100% airtight
when closed, it is necessary to have a
purge valve in order to equalize internal
pressure after you change altitude. Lesser
cases don't need a purge valve because
they don't seal 100% tight.

European Collector's Series Cases
The 1,000 denier Cordura fabric exterior is
highly resistant to abrasion and scuffing.A special
compartment is provided for Invector choke
tubes.The case is provided with corner reinforcement and combination locks.
For 76 cm shotguns only 595863

3. Travel Vaults seal so tightly they'll float, even when fully loaded with gear.
This makes them ideal for transporting gear when rafting, canoeing, etc.
Small models are great for keeping personal valuables safe and dry.

595863

Carry case (leather/canvas range)
• Thick leather handle, leather corner reinforcement
• Interior lined in soft fabric marked with the Browning logo.
• Removable spacers according to the length of the barrels (66cm to 81cm)
• 2 combination locks plus 2 leather closing straps
142410

Carry case (leather range)
• Very high quality hand-made 100% leather carry case for exceptional guns.
• Thick leather handle, leather corner reinforcement
• 2 combination locks plus 2 leather closing straps
• Wooden base
• Removable spacers according to the length of the barrels (66cm to 81cm)).

Signature case
595862

142311
Ref.
4815

Size (cm)

Ext. 59 x 53 x 23
Int. 56 x 43 x 20
5015
Ext. 95 x 44 x15
(one gun disassembled) Int. 91 x 34 x 13
5115
Ext. 132 x 44 x15
(2 guns assembled)
Int. 129 x 34 x 13

Outdoor

GUNSLIPS

Armoured
122 cm regular Olive 141530148
132 cm regular Olive 141530152
112 cm scope Olive 141530244
122 cm scope Olive 141530248

Buck Mark Propex
122 cm regular 141310148
132 cm regular 141530152

Anden
132 cm regular LO4V2BRW

Legia (leather)
76-81 cm barrel length 592160

Signature
141401450
141401452

Legia For Rifles (leather)
592161

Buck Mark Rifle
92 cm regular 1410036
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GUNSLIPS & BAGS
Signature Shooting Bags
1000 denier Cordura® outer, reinforced lining and strong self-repairing zippers.
An expandable empty shell bag holds 200 empty shells and can be drawn tight
with drawcords. Closed-cell foam construction gives these bags a rigid shape and
allows them to stand up on their own.

Deluxe Canvas
122 cm scoped 141220248
127 cm regular 141220150
132 cm regular 141220152

SSB1500 12116
SSB 1000 12115

Shell Carrier
121141

Tan Standard Canvas
127 cm regular 141202150
132 cm regular 141202152

Signature Cargo Bags

Green Standard Canvas

The duffel bag is pleated at the bottom allowing all 26" of the bag to stand up
on its own.The Signature Cargo Bags have a padded bottom and a spacious
main compartment.These bags also have two end and one front zippered-side
pocket. All bags are tough nylon with a vinyl-coated
interior to provide water resistance and have shoulder straps.

127 cm regular 141205150
132 cm regular 141205152

Duffel Bag 121300

Mossy Oak Breakup Canvas
127 cm regular 141221150
132 cm regular 141221152

Small Cargo Bag 121311
Medium Cargo Bag 121312

Outdoor

BAGS & SAFES
Fowl gearTM blind bag
121-71

Medium 12-pack Dome Cooler
121-796

Medalist Safe
• Size: 152 x 61 x 45
• Weight: 130 kg
1603780661
1603781861
1603880661

8 guns + shelves
16 guns
8 guns + shelves
Fire resistant

BackPack cooler
121-795

Sterling Safe
• 16 guns
• Fire resistant
• Size: 152 x 71 x 66
• Weight: 283 kg
1606288407
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LEGIA PHOENIX
Legia Phœnix game cartridges

Legia Phoenix Classic 34g

Browning is proud to present its Phoenix range of high quality hunting cartridges.
Retaining the essential features that were so appreciated in the old Legia range,
this new cartridge will give entire satisfaction for hunting all types of game.The
Phoenix range of cartridges are available in the following weights: 34g, 36g Ni, 42g
Ni and 53g Ni.All of the cartridges are provided with a 20mm nickel-plated head
to avoid any risk of corrosion and thus ensure that your cartridges remain in perfect working order even after several seasons at the bottom of your cartridge
bag. Because we are concerned for the environment, all of the cartridges in the
Phoenix range are provided with a photodegradable wad which decomposes
much faster than traditional Polyethylene ones.

This 12/70mm cartridge loaded with 34 g of
hardened lead offers an excellent compromise
for hunting all types of game throughout
the hunting season.
Available in shot sizes 4-5-6-7-8

Legia Phoenix Super 36g Ni

Legia Phoenix Semi-magnum 42g Ni

The ideal cartridge for "difficult" birds such as
pigeon, duck and high flying pheasant, as well as
for hare. Its 36g nickel-plated shot load
ensures an exceptional shot pattern and
high penetration.

This 12/70 mm cartridge is capable of firing a 42g
load of nickel-plated shot. It will satisfy the needs
of all wild waterfowl hunters who shoot ducks
from a longer range. Only to be used in
shotguns that have been double tested to
1300 bars.

Legia Phoenix Magnum 53g Ni

Legia Phoenix Classic
Legia Phoenix Super
Legia Phoenix Semi magnum
Legia Phoenix Magnum
Legia Phoenix Brenneke

12/70
12/70
12/70
12/76
12/70

20 Ni
20 Ni
20 Ni
20 Ni
20 Ni

N°

G

MM

CAL

12/76 mm Magnum cartridge for firing from
long-range or for hunting migratory birds
such as ducks and geese. Only to be used
in Magnum shotguns.

34 g
36 g Ni
42 g Ni
53 g Ni
31,5 g

photodegradable wad
photodegradable wad
photodegradable wad
photodegradable wad
-

4-5-6-7-8
0-2-3-4-5-6-7
0-2-3-4-5-6
0-2-3-4-5-6
Brenneke

10
10
10
10
10
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